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OHAP. I. O. And Qalandar Ali Khan of Panipat gave material assistance, and
PopuJatlO:l. was rewarded by a pension. On the whole, the district suffered

very little. The Government treasury and records escaped
The Mutiny. unharmed; and of a total land revenue demand of Rs. 4,70,238

for 1857·58, only Rs. 9,464 was not collected, while the canal
irrigation for the autumn crops of 1857 was only three per cent.
less than the corresponding irrigation of 1856. In 1858 the
numerous village forts which had been built in the times of the
Sikhs' were dismantled.

~e;:t°K.m:; The history of the district since 1857 has beenj uneventful.
o 8 II c,' The economical development of the population, almost entirely

agricultural, is dealt with in Chapter II, and the changes in
administrative divisions in Chapter III.

C.-Population,
The population of the district at the last four enumerations

is shown below :-
Sue_sive

enumeratiolll.

Increase or decrease Density per square
YeIIol'. Total. pupulation. on previous mile of

census. cultivation.

1881 ... 820,061 - ... 661

1891 ... 861,160 + 6 626'

1901 ... 883,226 .2'6 4092

1911 ... 799,787 -9'40 4062

The density of the rural population per square mile of eulti-
vation averaged 409 in 1911. The pressure on the soil is lightest
in the Kaithal tahsil, and highest in Panipat.

Doecrease of The decrease in the total population revealed by the enumer-
f:;f~~tiOD., ation of 1911 amounts to nearly 10 per cent. when compared with

the figures of 1901, and the district now contains fewer inhabit-
ants than at any time during the last 30 or 40 years. Table 11,
Part' B., in the volume of statistical tables traces the steps in this

",. highly unsatisfactory retrogression. It will be seen that in' the
./ 10.years 1891-1900 the birth rate exceeded the death rate, while

in eve~y year since 1900, with the exception of 1904 and 1911,
the number of births fell far below the number of deaths. The
disparity reached ita height in 1907 when the birth rate per
1,000 was 0111y 37'8, while the de: th rate rose as high as 61'3.
The number of deaths from fever always ranges high in a district
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where large tracts are annually floodedby hill streams, and are CHAP. I. c. 
chronically subject to the effectsof excessivepercolation from the Population.
canals. And in addition during the last decade plague has -
exacted u heavy toll. It is also clear (see table 8, Part B., statis- !'o';=~~f
tical tables) that the stream of immigrants from Ambala, 1911. '.~ 

Patiala and Jind, which was a feature of the years preceding 
1900, has either slackened or reversed its course. The extension 
of canal irrigation in the Punjab and in Native States has offered 
more attractions to the inhabitants of tracts neighbouring on 
Karnal than the deserted jungles of Thanesar or Kaithal 
where the soil is difficult to work, and conditions of life are far 
from agreeable. It is unlikely that the next enumeration will 
show a continued decline. The district is not unhealthy as a 
whole, and the oondition of the tracts now suffering from exces-
sive canal percolation is engaging the attention of Government. 

The urban population which had remained stationary for Urba!l po-
more than twenty years, in 1911 showed a considerable decline, pulation, 
especially in Karnal and Kaithal. The cotton-ginning factories 
at Panipat and a revival of energy among the Muhammadans 
have maintained the population of that town at its former level 
in spite of the ravages caused by fever and plague. A general 
increase in the proportion of Muhammadans among the urban 
population and a corresponding decrease of Hindus is a noticeable
feature of the recent census returns. 

Nine-tenths of the population are classed as rural. Customs Rur~ po-
in such a community vary but little and no apology is needed pulatlOn. 

for reproduoing in this volume the inimitable account of village 
manners and customs written by the late Sir Denzil Ibbetson in 
1880 after his settlement of the district. 

It should, however, be borne in mind that this well-known 
description applies more espeoially to the Panipat and Kamal 
tahsils and to the southern half of the Kaithal tahsil. In the 
rest of the district language, dress and customs approximate more
closely to the adjc.uing Punjab districts and Native States. /' 

When a new village is founded, the first thing done is to dig Bociallif_ 

out tanks to hold rain water for the cattle, washing, &c. The ~hO:!dthe 

village is then built on the spoil; and as in course of time old homes. 
houses fall down and new ones are built, the village is raised high
above the surrounding plain ; in some of the old Nardak villages
as much as 150 or 200 feet. The space immediately around the 
village is called goi'J'a ; and here the cattle stand to be milked, 
weavers train their warp, fuel is stacked, dun~.hills made, ropes 
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CHAP. I. e. twisted, sugar-presses erected, and all the 0p~I'J;!,tiQl1§.._.Q.9!\ducted 
Population. . f<?! which free space'is rieces~ry. ..The villag:eis. g~p~~~lly'_sur-

.. rounded by a mud wall and ditch as a protectlOnitgalnst::flileves, 
~h!1~~~~andis entered by gates, often brick, and containing§j(te.:,r~()instrr 
and the homes which the gossips sit when it growshot under the huge bOT tree 

or pipal which generally stands just outside. Main streets (gaZis)
run right through from one gate to another; and in Rajput and
others villages, where the women are strictly secluded, numerous
blind alleys (bagar) "leadfrom them, each being occupied by the 
houses of near relations. In other villages the alleys run right 
through. The proprietors, Banias, and Brahmans, live in the 
centre; the menials on the outskirts of the village. The , , 

houses are usually of adobe,·except in the Nardak and the older 
villages, where brick is common ; the change bearing patent 
evidence to the tranquillity which we have substituted for 
anarchy. At two or three commanding positions are common 
houses (paras, chopol, ar.d in Kaithal, chopar, hethai) belonging
to the wards of the village. In Kaithal these buildings are often 
imposing structures. There will also be a few baithaks or sheds 
for gossiping in, and many cattle .pens scattered about the 
village. 

. Entering the street door of a private house you pesa into the 
outer room or dahliz, beyond which you must not go without per-
mission, and where your friend will come and talk. It is often 
partly occupied by some calves. Beyond this is the yard (chauk),
separated from the streets by a wall, and in which the cattle are 
tied up in cattle sheds (bara), and the women sit and 'spin. 
Round this are the houses occupied by the various households of 
the family. In front of each is a room with the side towards the 
yard open (dalan or tamsal) which is the family living-room. 
On either side of this will be a sidari or store-room and a chatra 
or cook-room with its chhula or hearth; and there is often an 
inner room beyond called obri or dobari if with two doors, and 
kot» or kohi if with one only. Upstairs is the chaubara, .where 
the husband and wife sleep ; while the girls and children sleep 
downstairs, and the boys in the chopal or the dahliz. 

There will be some receptacles for grain (kothi made ofi 

rings of adobe built up into a cylinder. This has a small 
hole in the bottom, out of which the grain runs, and keeps always 
full a.small receptacle open in front, from which it is taken as
wanted. There will be some .ovens \.bharala, hara) for warming
milk ; there will be recessesin the wall to act as shelves (pendi)j
one or bwoswinging trays or rope rings for water vessels; a few 

I 
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bedstead (manja, khat) made of wooden frames covered with CHAP. I. c. 
netted string; a few small stools (pira, pida, !chatoZa) of identical Population. 
construction; a few small low wooden tables (patra) ; and some . -. 
large baskets to store clothes in (pitar. There will be some ~~I~~!~ 
small shallow baskets .(dalri) for bread and grain ; and some1mdthe homes 

narrow-mouthed ones (bijn) to keep small articles in. 
DomesticThe metal vesselswill consist of large narrow-mouth cauldrons utensils. 

(tokna, tokmii, for storing water in and cooking at feasts; smaller 
vessels of similar shape (batloi) for ordinary cooking and carrying
water to the fields; still smaller ones (lota, gadwa, banta) for dipping 
into water and drinking from; some cups (sarda) without handles, 
sometumbler-shaped drinking vessels (giZas, corrupted from Eng-
lish glass), a broad shallow bowl or saucer (katora bela) for drinking 
hot liquid from; a large tray (thali); a larger tray for kneading
dough in (parant) ; a brass ladle (karchi) ; a spatula for turning 
bread (koncha palla khurchna) ; a thin iron plate (tava) for baking 
cakes, and some pairs of iron tongs (chimta) ; a fry-pan (karai)
and a sieve (ahhaln",), both of iron; and an iron bucket (dol) for 
drawing water from the well. The poorer people will not have 
all of these, and poor Musalmans very few of them; but most of
'them are necessary to a Hindu, who may eook in, but may not 
.eat out of an earthen vessel if already used. The Hindu's uten-
sils are made of brass, and perhaps a few ofbell-metal (kansi) ; the 
Muhammadan substitutes copper for brass, which he does not use. 

The vessels of pottery will be some huge narrow-mouthed 
vessels for storing water (mat dagga) ; similar ones,but flatter and 

{C- smaller (jhakra, kachhali, jhaola ; if mouth very big, thal) with 
mouths broad enough to admit the hand, for grain or flour; similar
but smaller vessels for carrying water and milk (matka if striped, 
ghara if plain) ; still smaller onElsfor dipping water (thilia, gharia, 
duna) ; milk pots with round brims (jhab mangi); and bowls for 
cooking vegetables and boiling and setting milk in (handi, barol1) ;
smaller vesselswith spouts to carry milk to the fields in (karua if 
striped, Iota if plain; if without a spout, lotki); large flat saucers 
for cooking in and eating from (kunda, kanali) ; bowls for keeping 
sugar, &c. (taula,); small cnps (matkana) and platters (kasora, 
kasori, sarai. and saranu) used once at feasts and thrown away; 
small earthen lamps (diwa) with a notch for the wick; and various 
sorts of covers (kappan, kapni, dhakni, chakni); also some large 
broad:bowls for feeding cattle from (nand, hund, nandola). Be-
ides, there are tiny pots for offerings and play (kulia); small 
a"Ucers(kaziri, kkwajir·i) in which lamps are floated in honour of 
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CHAP. I. c. Khawjah K~zr, and which are alS?-used f9r ,~tingfr(>ln a.ll~as 
Populat.on. covers; and tmy lamps (ch'Ugr~ c~~gsa) for; th~D,~'I,.Oa~j; ~e~tivt,\l~

The eart~en vess~ls used by Hmdu.s_are:'u~u~~lY~ll1e:n~e.P.J,w;it}l
Domeet.ic black stripes (ch~tan); but Musalmans wdl;_,:lOt,eatfro~ vesselsutensils. 

so marked, because the ghara full of wate~,:g~v;~,t() ,a,Brahman; 
(mansna) on Ekadshi '.':,~Y,' JJ."iI\<lil.$, (,:~,)l8t, iafter religio,,!sceremi;>'tu,':~,"
be striped, and therefore the markings are supposed to berspecially', i i 

Hindu. Of course the metal vessels are e~p~I\~ive,; b,utthel'e. 
mainin~ furniture of an or~inary village house ;~~os~,very iittle. 
The string of the bedstead IS made at home; while, the oarpenter
makes the furniture, and the potter aupplies t4~e,a~tl;t~n .veSsels
as part of their service. - ,: ', 

Daily life. The day of twenty-four hours is divided intQeightpah,.s or .• 
watches, four of day counting from dawn, and four: Qf ,night.
Each pahr is divided into eight gharis. Th~ dawn.,is,called, 'Pili-
phati, the.early mornin~ tar~, the .evening,sanj.The;dai~yJife ' 
of the ordll~aryable-bodied villager ~ one of, aJ;ni~unrenuttiIlg 
toil. He rises before dawn, eats a little stale, bread, getsouthi$,
bullocks, goes to the fte~ds,a;nd ~egins. work at, once~ Abov-t8 ' 
o'clock his wife or a child will bring him ~,Qampe.r~·often stale" 
and a bowl of butter-milk or :c.,Uk and .water ,(lasi pakki: or 
kachchi). At noon he has a hearty meal of fresh damper,mlda
little pulse boiled with spices (daZ), or some,hoiledvegetable (sag); ,,~.-. 

in the cold weather this is brought to him hi tli~:ijela;.iil; the hot 
weather he goes home for it, and does not -be,,gin wQrk,agai;r,t.till' 
2 P. M. In the evening he comes home, ~n~.after fEleding his 
cattle eats his dinner, the grand meal of tlie-d~y., ,I;£~ wl.fewili 
have pearled some jwar and soaked it in the, sun till ithas, swelled 
(khata ana) and then boiled it in milk (rab'fi) ;,'or ~hewill have '" 
ary-b~iled some whole grain an~ pulse. mixed (~hichri), o~~e 
a porridge of coarsely ground gram (dalta); or boiled up gultinous 
rice into a pink mass (chawal), Ql' made a rice-milk of ~t (khir).
There will be a little pease pudding (dal), or the pulse will be 
boiled with butter-milk and spices (iholi, kadhi) and.some,piclcl.es 
(achar) or rough chatni, or some vegetable boiledwith salt and ghi ' 
as a relish. Mter his meal he goes out for a smo:ke andaohattQ 
the chopal~ or under the bor tree outside the village. , ' , ' 

I
I 

The grain generally used in the hot weather is a mixture .of 
wheat, barley, .and gram, or any tw~ of them, g~nerallygrpwn',
ready mixed: III the cold weather, Ju-'ar and ma~~y~,'Un~IXed; ),1 

I

wheat is seldom eaten, as it is too valuable. ,The:vi3getabJes used 
are the green pods of the labia (Dolichossinensis), the fi1llt'oi t~e 

'. .", ." , 

• This is perhaps the Olllit word fur the bread cake of. the eou:ctry. tboug~ ,it ie, tar,r"1:f'etiQ •... 
to a well-made damper,. ' ' , .~ 

http:and.some,piclcl.es
http:Domeet.ic
http:Populat.on
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'" eggplant '()r,~a"'ga~' (Solonum melongena), ~nd ,otthe,:Il~,~;nai ",C1IfAl'"LO. 

(Abel.mosc~~s~s(}ulent,~$), and of many pumpklHIi (kaddu },.gou.rds)',~opUfa&loft;, 
(kakrt); wa;termel'OM(tarbuz) and sweetme19P,8.,(k~q,tb~zah);,tltJld.';·r,~,~,~:",
the leaves ..ofaJl '~';Brassicas of thecocksc~~ Dr Ghpufo,i ~,UI~~. 
(Am-a.rattthuspolygoous); methi (Trigonel~,f~~v.g~(~~mmh!,>f~~Q." '." . 

'smaUputses,andtlie rodtsof carrots (gajar) .. Thespfue&aJld;pick~F: , ,,' 
are too numerous and:urifinportant to 'detail. ..A 'hearty. young.~an: ..;" 
in ,ftill work :will eat' ,dailYfrom 1 to It aeers ,of gxa,in,:olle·eighth·
of a. .Beer.of pulse,' and'.two seers or more 9£ .bl1t~r~p:Wk,~id~;
vegetabl$, &c.;Th:erieher:Muhammadans~ionally;~atgQat'& ' , 
flesh,but this is'e:s:ooptional; but the Hindh toes nGt·touch 'm~t;.. " ', 
while to the ordinary peasant of either reli~of., ,.ap.imal food other ' 
thau :milk. aB.~ghii8quite beyond his means. .'~. ", ", ., ,'. 

'i --

_ The women of the ,family have all the g$di~g);'09O~j 
. cleaning the' house, and spinning to do; a.~o:n.g,the.::Ur~n~,~d

'Rajputs'they ~strictly confined to the wa~lsQf.thtHmlll'tr-lAl'4~·.h i, 

~]·!.:~.~:,CO()~.Ispin,..c~ean.,ootton ory ~~, ... .. a..J.fi~.'.ur.'........ ':'.;:gt.ul ,11:_ it.',;. ,,' ..
L~ -: . .so.Jl~ .Among the T~ooasand GUJ8,fS tney go IJothe-;ml:r"',h,',ror water'andtaktl the dinner to the field, ~JJ.d",ot~npic~,~()tt~ 
ano. saftlower. Among,the Jats 8 ,~ they altJo:w;~, ~nd40' 
othe~hardfleld'W()l'k\;x\ They. all sit :u....i.ohQ,b,Qut. m,;ijuJh~q;Y6 ;, 
spbming and.g~iping; Ioften very much ~~ .~,,*ndr~ho~J;l.,-:" 
their life:is& hardone,dt is, to Judge frou:LfP~~<,;J?y'·~o,' ...' 
m~a.n unhaw,1.oneLJ The boys, as BOOR·;aw. ~,~n()l.+gh; MtL 
taken from the 'gut~r and sent to tend the "p~~~le; aJld: fro~, ~t: 

'titne they are gradUally' initiated into the ~ur ~f th~ir ~ot.;,,.4:1 "; 
evening they: 'playnoiBily about; a sort of;JOynd,el'e!,~p~" llj.d~" ' 
and seek and; prisonell'&base, being favourite, ga~e8 .. "The lift),ja', , 

, # a terdblydul1·tme. '.The periodical fair or $ela,and thel00,Casion-:', .', 
sLwedding form 'its: chief relief, together.--w;i.t~' th~ 'lUQuths.OfL. ", 
s~gar-preS8mg; .when 'everybody goes abol.lt- with a YM.d.'of . 
cane in his mouth, and a deal of grossi})mg (as "Well,as a-deal-of 
hard wor») ,is·done at,the press. But the toiL~ v.n,re.m~tthl.gp~n,d:,; 
when we'think what:a!Jl1udhovel in a crow.~ ·vill~~nn~IJ.t,,!· .:, r; 

of sanitation'nn?-st·be in:July and August, W'6Qan'0Il~Y::'Wonclerat, ,; . 
the marvellous patience and contentment of th~villager." c~ 

, The,men wea~.8;'ni.ade turban (pagri) or a: ,s~p of. oloth" OJotbes.', 
(dopatta) wound rO~ithe head; a short under ..coat buttQnir..g,:up 
the front {k.urta).}or;~llil.ean overcoat (ang(l,'r.~ha...if lOAg,'mirza:i, 
:or kamri if 8'h()rt).:f~te~ng With a Hap atc·~ ~e;and,;a, lQin,,,:,, 

• cloth (~1u>tiif i)]~oa.da.n,d~U, arba'.~ if>:~ntl,.~ngaf,it:!ill . 
more ~nty),or a. WaI& •.• tung (laga1-, oe l~, ',<1h !ltlk',$1at),Wlilt41a:;.,~ .tu~:, 

'. 
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,.a,,·o.· small cloth (laflgoti) betwe~n thelegs. The kurta isn~ fashion-
~. ed aoo!~ ·not graceful. Asing-Ie warp (ChadM)in 1Jle ..,lwt;'Me.; weather and a double 'warp (doh!lr»ol" a quilt Cri,zai) in oold" .• ;. 

pair of shoes (patan) complete the.:i&uet~ .Trousers; suthun}am.L
. only worn,On .occasions of, ceremony ;,8~Jl.u.cMJhid (agonc"ha),
is occasionally used. H~ndus and MusaJman,s. are distinguished
by the.a;ngark!£aof ther0l'mer oPt>1li.llg.t~tile ri~tmu_ijf!~e
lifiterto the left. Musalmans sometimes wear their '10m~ 
nOt'p~etween:-t~ir legs (teh,"¥:!d) ; hut they. usually adopt 
.the Hindu.fashion, though thel prtJS6l'vethei,r own name for the. ) 

garment. 'In -the north theOOatB. are wornm1ichshorte:r~ ill i 
the south: and the J ats of the south and west on ~:Qf f, ( 

~ ofte~ wet;tr'turbans of portentous size, especially the ~ 
";:"&ild:J)iW Jate. In the north of the' tract the turban is always

white,' lower down often eoloured ; ·.G-hatw&l Jats .and .Ba,ulaB 
genera.lly wear them red ; and r~ligiou8 d~vot~ of a yeU'!lt ~i~ 
colour .. The other clothes are either white or made of p11.t1W;
ne-ver whole ooloured, . - . . ~,' : 

.1. _ 

, : T4e inarried women wear a boddice to support the' .breasts 
(angi or angia) j married or single they wear a small coat down 
to the hips (kurti) buttoning to the right; apetticoat (gha'gri,·
Zenga)or drawers (paijamah), • and a. wrap (orhna). Teli and', 
kumhar women wear the ooat and petticoat in- One pieeeJilw-a. 
gown (tilak). ~he coat is often, notw~rn; but:~&jptltw~
aJways wears· It,' though. she. sometImes Quuts the boddiee, 
Musalman women generally wear dmwers,and Hindu women 
petticoats.. Soagain Musalman ' women wear blue (indiro)~ts 
and -wraps withoutadlnixture of red !¥: y~llow; w~ •.. ' '~ •..'. 
woman wears .redcl6thes as a rule, ani' will not wear 'a blue ,@at 
or wrap at all j while her petticoat,' it, blue, must be 8pOtteifor

'embroidered with red or yel~ow. But all Rajput 'Women, .unle.ss 
very old, wear drawers, 'red.or.blue according to. re~on : .~,Yte.:,
other hand, Musalman GUJar women wear pettlQQatM, 9~,'i~ 

s:dtnmation of marri~ and !ill they ~row old.;a.ndHfuduGU~,
w-omen.wear,the petticoat spotted white or red. n~ver 'Whole~$. 
The whole red petticoat is. called danum;, and theGu.jar&'.!J;l~e ' 
petticoat, with or ~ithout spots, tukr.i: a petticoa.t .orwrap s~t-
ted ~th red spots IS called. thelrmaf. from t!teh.na taB-pot.. ~Y, 
prostitutes wear wholly white. clothing. Ghildren go:nakfMi Viij, .,: ...-,~,. or 5 ye~Is old ;,~~e~~mes boys :wear a~'ttgoti and girl&':~~ .. ) i 
gular PIece of·olotli called 10:"}''I4. \ A ~l then weara~~t· 
9r drawers •.and a.boy Q'lamr/oUand tag,."" and80met~esa ihvga
or shirt. ..A girl cannot 'Wearan ang'i·'until she istnanied and 

http:t!teh.na
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lives with her husband. The everyday clothes are always made 
from the village-made cloth, which, though rougher, is much 
stronger than English. Prints are largely brought into holiday'
use.' The ordinary dyes are indigo for blue and safflower for red 
and yellow. A complete suit of female clothes is called tiZ or 
tiaZ ; of male clothes, jora. 

'I'he jewels (gena) worn by men are as follows.-Ear-rings 
(gokru), bracelets made of a cylindrical bar of metal (kangan, 
todar) ; a single necklace or rosary always containing beada 
(mala) ; a broad necklace made of chains (kp,ntZa); a locket 
(kanthi) ; rings (angunthi). Boys often wear waistbands of silver 
chain (tagri). The most usually worn of the above are the ear-
rings, single necklace with a small locket (often sacred to Shiv) ; 
and if a headman, a ring with a seal in it. It is. not good taste 
for any members of the village proprietary community, except
the headman, to wear seal rings. Women wear a band of silver 
cowries going up the parting of the hair. and fastening to pins on 
the back (kauri) ; a frontlet Oll the forehead (bindi)..; plain ear-: 
rings (bujni I ; ear-rings on the top of the ear with loops of chain 
(bali) ; nose-rings (nat nath) ; necklaces of 14 coins (if all rupees 
jhalra, if one a gold mohur, tikawal) ; bossedarmlets (tad, tadia); 
bracelets in the following order from the elbow to the wrists, 
pachheli, chhan, kangni, chura : a breastplate. of silver chain 
(dharu) ; chains and bells fastened to the right-hand corner of the 
orhna (pall}), bossesand chains fastened to the front of the orhna . so as to fall over the face (ghungat) ; a silver tassel on the petti-
coat over the right hip (nara), a bunch of chains and tassels on 
the ankle (pazeb) ; solid anklets ~bank). Of coarse the varieties 
have innumerable names. A woman's social standing is greatly
determined by her jewels ; and the women, when talking to an 
English lady, will often condole with her on her husband's 

« stinginess in not BJ.lpplying-her better. 'I'henose-ring, the plain 
armlet, and the chura or wristlet have a social signification. The 
armlets and bracelets and anklets, being solid and not easy to 
get off, are always worn; the rest only on state occasions, such 
as fairs and the like. The ordinary investment for spare
capital is to buy jewels for one's wife, as the money can always 
be realized on occasion. The custom of tattooing (khinna,godna)
is common, except among the Rajputs and Brahmans. Only
women do it ; and they tattoo the chin, the inside of the forearm, 
the outside of the upper arms, the side of the waist, the calf of 
the leg. The Gujars do not tattoo the arm. Men and prosti-
tutes have small holes drilled in their front teeth, and gold let in
(chauflp). 

H 
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When a woman is about to be delivered she is tazen off 
the bed and put on the ground. If a boy is born, a brass tray is 
beaten to spread the news. A net is hung up in the doorway,
and a garland (handarwal) of mango leaves ; and a branch of nim 
is stuck into the wall by the doorway, and a fire lighted in the 
threshold, which is kept up night and day. ~rhusno evil spirits 

., can pass. The swaddling clothes should be got from another per-
son's house. They are called potra s thus "potron ka amir" is 
equivalent to" a gentleman from his cradle." Forthree days
the child is not suckled. For five days no one from outside, ex-
cept the r.ridwife,goes into the house. On the night of the sixth 
day. (natives always count the night preceding the day as belong-
ing to it) the whole household sits and watches over the child; 
for on the sixth day (chhata) the child's destiny (lekh) is written 
down, especially as to his immunity from small-pox. If the 
child goeshungry on this, he will be stingy all his life; and a 
miser is accordingly called "chhate ko bhukha ", so a prosperous 
man is called" chhate ha Raja." On the sixth day the female
relations come on visits of congratulation, but they must not go
into the room where the woman is lying in. The father's sister, 
too, comes and washesthe mother's nipple and puts it into the 
child's mouth, and the mother takes off her necklace and gives it
to her sister-in-law; gur is divided to the brotherhood. On the 
seventh day the female Dum or bard comesand sings. Till the 
tenth day the house is impure (sutak) and no one can eat or 
drink from it, and no man can go into it unless belonging. to t}le
household. On the tenth day (dusuthun) the net is taken do.wn, 
the fire let out, all the clothes washed, all the earthern vessels re-
newed and the house new plastered ; the Brahmans come and do 
Hom to purify the house, and tie a tagari of yellow string round 
the boy's waist; and the Brahmans and assembled brotherhood 
are feasted. The child is often named on thi.day ; the Brahman 
casting the horoscope and fixing the name. But the parents
sometimes change the name if they do not approve of the Brah-
man's selection. At the birth of a girl the tray is not beaten" no 
feasting takes place, and no net is hung up or fire lighted. The· 
mother remains impure for five weeks; no one can eat or drink .~ 
from her hands; and she takes her food separately. As soon ~ 
there is hair enough, the boy's head is shaved and his choh 
(scalplock) made; but there are no further ceremonies till his 
betrothal. 

Betrothal. Betrothal is called nata; the ceremony sagai. It generally
takes place in infancf' When the father of a girl wishes to be-
toth her, he makes inquiry for a marriageable boy of good 
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family, C<l village barber acting the part of go-between. If OHAP. L c. 
matters are satisfactory, he sends the barber to the boy's village, Population.
who puts either a ring or one rupee into the boy's hand. This is -
called rokna (from rokna to restrain); and if the boy's father Betrothal. 

returns Re. 1-4-0, called bidagi, to the barber to take to the girl's
father, he thereby accepts the offer and clenches the engagement.
'l'his engagement is not a necessarypreliminary of betrothal ; and
is most customary among .castes, such as the Rajputs, who 
marry at a comparatively late age, and who do not wish to go to 
the expense of a formal betrothal so long beforehand, for fear 
one of the children should die and the money be wasted. 
Among the Gujars, on the other hand, the above ceremony 
constitutes betrothal; but the tika is affixedat the time by the 
Brahman as described below. It is possiblefor the proposal to
come from the boy's side, in which case he sends his sister's neck-
lace; and if the girl keeps it, his proposal is accepted. But this 
is only done when the families are already acquainted. -

When it is decided to proceed to the betrothal (sagai) , the 
barber and Brahman are sent with the pich-narial, or one rupee·
which has been all night in the milk which is set for butter, a 
loin-cloth (Pich) and a cocoanut (narial). The boy is seated in a
chair before the brotherhood, the Brahman puts the tika or mark 
on the boy's forehead and the other things into his lap, and gur
is divided by the boy's father, who takes hold of the hand of each 
near relation in turn and puts some g'lJ,T into it. The boy's father 
then giv;esRe. 1-4-0' to the Brahman, and double that to the 
barber .. This is called neg or lag, and must be brought back to 
the girl's father; and when so brought back completes the betro-
thal. Ordinarily no relation of the girl may take any part in the 
embassy \lagi) of betrothal; but Brahmans send the girl's·
brother-in-law or relation by marriage. Exchange of betrothals 
between two families (nata sania) is consideredvery disgraceful;
and if done at all, is done by a tripartite betrothal, A betrothing
with B, Bwith C, an!! C with A. Among the Jats, ii the boy
dies, his father. has a right to claim the girl for his other son; or,
in default of another, any male relation in that degree. If the 
girl dies her family has no claim. 

Jats marry at about 5 or 7 years old; Rors and Gujars at Marriage pre-
12 to 14; Rajputs at 15, .16 or even older. Foster relation- Iiminaries, 
ship is equivalent to blood· relationship as a bar to marriage.
Any number of wives ~ay be;"married, but a second wife 

• Wherever other people gi~e Re. 1.4·0, the Jate pay Re. 1 and 4.taka, that is,8 country
pil;S\ at Ii to .the afl_. . . 

L 
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CHAP. I. C. is seldomtaken unless the first is childless. A sister of a fi~t:!twife 
Population. may be married, or any relation in the same degree; but not one 

. above or below. The boy's Brahman fixes an auspicious day, 
~:~:feB.Ne-and decides how many ceremonial oilings (ban) the boy is to 

undergo. Itmust be 5, 7, 9, or 11; and the girl will undergo 
two fewer than. the boy. The boy's father then sends a laqan. or 
tewa generally 9, 11, or 15 days before the wedding, which 
is a letter communicating the number of ban and the number 
of guests to be expected, and is accompanied by a loin-cloth 
or a complete suit of female clothes (tial) and a pair of shoes. In 
all these communications the Brahman who takes the letter always
gets Re. 1-4-0. 

The boy and girl then undergo their bans in their respective
homes. The women collect and bathe them while singing, and 
rub them from head to foot with oil and turmeric and peameal. 
The bans are given one each night, and are so varranged that 
the boy's will end the night before the procession starts, and the
girl's the night before the wedding. Mter each ban the mother 
performs the oeremonias of arata and sewal described below 
to the boy. The girl has only sewal performed.. as araia can 
under no circumstances be performed over a female. The day 
of the first ban is called haldhath, or " red hand." Seven women 
with living husbands husk 5! seers of rice and make sweets 
with it. The Brahman comes and sticks up two small round 
saucers, bottom outwards, against the 'wall with flour, and in 
front of them a flour lamp is kept alight in honour of ancestors.
On either side he makes five marks of a bloody hand on the wall. 
This is done in each house. In the I girl's village the street 
turnings all the way from the village gate to the bride's house, 
and the house itself, are also marked with red or red and white 
marks. After the first ban the boy has the rakri or black woollen 
thread, with a small iron ring (chhalla) and some yellow cloth 
and betel-nut, tied round his left ankle. 'l~e girl has her small 
gold nose-ring put on; for up to that time she can only 
wear a silver one; and she must not wear a large one till 
she goes to live with her husband. She also takes off her 
silver wristlets (chura) which no married woman may wear; 
and substitutes for ·them at least five of glass on each arm. 
These glass wristlets and her nose-ring form her sohag, and a 
woman who has a husband living (sohagan) must always wear • 
them. When her husband dies, she breaks the wristlets off her 
arm, and throws the pieces and nose-ring on to the corpse, and 
they are wrapped up within the shroud. After that she may 
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wear silver wristlets again. And occasionally, if a widow has CHAP. I. C. 
plenty ?f grown-up sons, she will continue to wear the sohag. PopUlation. 

The day before the procession is to start or arrive, as the Marriage pre-
case may be, the manda or mandab is erected. At the boy's liminaries. 

house they take five seed-stems of the long sarkana grass and 
tie them over the lintel. Thf:ydig a hole in front and to the 
right of the threshhold, put money in it, and stand a plough
beam straight up in it. To this they hang two small cakes fried 
in ghi, with three little saucers under and two above this, and 
two pice, all tied on a thread. Finally, somefive beran culms, 
and a dogar, or two vesselsof water one on top of the other, are 
brought by the mother, attended by singing women, and, after 
worship of the potter's wheel (chak), are put by the door as a 
good omen. At the girl's house the same is done; but instead 
of burying the plough beam they erect a sort of tent with one 
central pole, and four cross sticks, or a stool with its four legs
upwards, at the top, and on each is hung.a brass water-pot upside
down surrounding a full one in the middle; or a curtained 
enclosure is formed, open to the sky, with at each corner a lichi 
or ., nest" of five earthern vessels,~oneon top of the other, with 
a tripod of bamboos over each. 

On the same day the mother's brother of the boy or girl
brings the bhat. This is provided by the mother's father, and 
consists of a present of clothes; and necessarily includes the
wedding suit for the bride or bridegroom, and in the case of the 
boy, the loin-cloth and head-dress he is to wear at the' marriage;
for all that either party then wears must always be provided by 
his or ber mother's brother. The boy's maternal uncle also 
brings a girl's suit of clothes and a wedding ring; and the girl 
wears both suits of clothes at the wedding. When the boot is 
given, the boy's or girl's mother performs the ceremony of arata 
or minna. She takes a five-wicked lamp made of Hour, places it
on a tray, and while her brother stands on a stool, -waves it up
and down his body from head to foot. She also performs sewal, 
which consists in picking up her petticoat and touching his body
all over with it. They then take the brother in-doors and feed 

Ihim on laddus or sweetmeat balls. The people then at the' boy's i.-J village collect in the village common room and the neota (see 10 

below) is collected, the bhati (giver of the bhat) putting in his 
money first, which is a free gift and not entered in the account. 

On the day when the marriage procession (janet, barat) is to The wedding. 

start, the boy receives his last ban and is dressed in his wedding 
suit, the kangna or seven-knotted sacred thread is tied on his 
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rIle wedding. 

wrist, and his head-dress is tied on, consisting of a crown (called
mor) of mica and tinsel, a pechi or band of silver tinsel over the 
turban, and a sehra or fringed vizor of gold tinsel. He then 
performs the ceremony of ghurchari. The barber leads him, 
while singing women follow and the mother with a vessel of 
water; and his sister puts her wrap over her right hand, and on 
it places rice which she flings at his crown as the boy goes along.
He then gives her Re. 1, worships the gods of the homestead, and 
gives Re. 1 to the Bairagi. He is then put into a palanquin,
and the procession, to which every house nearly related must 
contribute a representative, and which consists of males only,
starts, as much as possible on horseback, with music of sorts. At 
each village they pass through they are met by the barber, Dum, 
and the"Brahmans, whom they pay money to, and who put dubh 
grass on the father's head, and pray that he may flourish like it. 
'1'heprocession must reach the girl's village after the mid-day
meal. 

A place, rigorously outside the village, has been appointed
for them called bag or goira. The girl's relations come to meet i 

them, bringing a loin-cloth and 11 taka and a little rice and 
sweetmeats in a tray. The two parties sit down, the Brahmans 
read sacred texts, the girl's Brahman affixes the tika on the boy's
forehead and gives a loin-cloth and 11 taka, taking a loin-cloth 
and 21 taka in exchange. The two fathers then embrace, and 
the girl's father takes Re. 1 from his turban and gives it to the 
boy's father, who gives him in exchange the cloth which is to 
form the patka at the wedding. The girl's father then asks the 
boy's father for either 11 or 14 pice, the goira ka March, or 
expenses of the goira; and these he distributes to the menial boy-
standers, and makes the boy's father pay something to the barber
and Brahman. The procession then proceeds to the girl's house, 
the boy "beingput on a horse and pice being thrown over his 
head as a scramble (bahker) for the menials. They do not go into 
the house; but at tile door stand women singing and holding
flour lamps. 'I'heboy is stood on a stool, and the girl's elder 
married sister, or if she has no married sister her brother's married 
daughter, performs to him the ceremonies of arata and seual 
already described, and the boy's father gives her Re. 1-4-0. She 
also performs the ceremony of warpher by waving a pot of water
over the boy's head and then drinking a little of it, and waving
a rupee round his head. The girl's and boy's relations then 
fight for the stool on which the boy stood, and boy's relations 
win, and carry it off in triumph to the jannalwasa or dandalwa~a, 
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which is the place fixed for the residence of the guests. This CHAP. I. C.: 
should, in theory, be outside the village j but for convenience Population.
sake it is generally in the chopaZ. Presently the guests are -. . 
bidden to the girl's house,where they eat; but the boy stays in The wedding. 
the jandaZwasa, as he must not enter the girl's house till the 
wedding itself. So, too, the girl's relations do not eat, for thel 
cannot eat.that day till the wedding ceremony is over. This 
ends the first day, called dhakao.· . 

That night, at some time after sunset, the wedding cere-
mony (phfra) takes place. Shortly before it the girl's barber 
goesto the jandalwasa, where the boy's father gives him a com-
plete suit of clothes for the girl, so~e jewels, sacred eoloured 
strings to tie her hair up (nala), some henna for her hands, and 
&. ring called the yoke-ring (juaki ang1tthi). The girl wears 
nothing at all of her own, unless it be pair of scanty 
drawers (dhola) j'and she is dressedup in the above things, and 
also in the clothes brought in the bhat by her maternal uncle, 
one on top of the other. The ring she wears on the first finger; 
and on her head she wears the cholasop, or an unsewn and 
unhemmed reddish yellow cloth provided by her maternal grand-
father used only at weddings,but worn after the ceremonytill it 
wears out. Meanwhile her relations sit down with their 
Brahman under the manda. 

There a place on the ground (chauri, bedi) has been fresh 
plastered, and the Brahman makes a square enclosure (mandaI 01' 
purat) of flour, and on it puts sand and sacred fire (hawan) Qf 
dhak wood and ghi, and sugar and sesame. Meanwhile the other 
party has been sent for jand the boy, dressed in the clothes 
brought by his maternal uncle, comesattended by his father and
nearest relations only. They sit down to the north, the girl's
people to the south, and two stools are placed facing the east, on
which the boy and girl, whoare fetched after all have sat down 
by her mother's brother, are seated each next his or her people, 
so that she is on his right hand. When the ceremony com- ' 
mences, the girl's people hold up a cloth for a minute so as to 
hide the boy and girl from the boy's people, " just as a matter of 
form." The Brahman puts five little earthen pots (ulia) in the 
sacred enclosure, and makes the boy and girl dip their third 
fingers into turmeric and touch pice, which he then puts into the -
pots, the boy offering twice as many as the girl. Sacred texts 
are then recited. The girl then turns her hand palm upwards, 
her father puts one rupee and a little water into it, and takes 
the hand and the rupee and so~emnlyplaces them in the boy's 
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hand, saying U I give you my daughter; I give her virg+n" 
(main apni larki dun, kanya du,?-). This is called kanya dan. 
Then the sacred fire is stirred up, the Brahman ties the hem 
(palla) of the girl's wrap to a piece of cloth called the patka, and 
the boy takes the latter over his shoulder and leads her round 
the fire counter-clockwisefour times, and then she goes in front 
and leads him round three times. Meanwhile the family priests
recite the tribe and clan of each, and the names of their ancestors 
for four generations. This is the phera, and constitutes the real 
marriage. After this the Brahmans formally ask each whether
he or she accepts the other, and is ready to perform duties which 
are set forth in time-honoured and very impressive and beautiful
language. The boy and girl then sit down, each where the 
other sat before; and this completes the ceremony. The bride 
and bridegroomare then taken into the girl's house, where the 
girl's mother -unties the boy's head-dressand gives him a little 
ghi and gur mixed up. There two small earthen saucers have 
been fixed with flour against the wall, bottom outwards, and a 
lamp lighted in front of them. This they worship; the boy
returns to the jandalwasa after redeeming his shoes, which the
women have stolen, by paying Re. 1-4-0; while the girl stays 
with her people. 

On the secondday (badhar) the boy's people must not eat 
food of the girl's people; and they get it from their relations and
friends in the village. Various ceremoniesinvolving payment to
Brahmans and barbers are performed. At night the girl's father 
and friends go to the jandalwasa ; the two fathers, who are now: 
each other's samdhis, embrace; the girl's father gives his samdhi 
one rupee and invites the whole barat, including the boy, to eat 
at the girl's house. But when, after eating, they have returned 
to the jandalwasa, the girl's friends follow them, and make them 
give a nominal payment for it, called roti ka khorch, which is 
given to the menials. On the third day, called bida, the neota is 
collected in the girl's house, just as it was in the boy's house 
before the barat started. The boy's people then eat at the girl's
house,and return to the jandalwasa, whence they are presently
summoned to take leave (bida hona). The boy's father then 
presents a bari, which is a gift of sugar, almonds, sacred threads,
fruits, &c., to the girl's people. The ceremony of 'Fatta is then 
performed. The girl's relations form a, panchait or council, and 
demand a certain sum from the boy's father, from which the 
village menials then and there receive their fixed dues. The 
money is called patta. The girl's panch having ascertained that all 
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!lave been paid, formally asks the boy's father whether anyone. in CHAP. I. c. 
the village has taken or demanded ought of him save this money; POpulaUOD. 
and he replies in the negative. During thIS ceremony the girl's ss --
father sits quite apart, as he must have nothing whatever to do mo~ere. 
with taking money from the boy's people, and in fact often insists
upon paying the patta himself. While the pat:« is being .distri-
buted, the girl's mother makes the boy perform the ceremony of
band khulai, which consists in untying one knot of the manda. 
She then puts the tika on his forehead and gives one rupee and 
two ladus (a sweetmeat made into a ball), and the other women 
also feed him. This is called johari. Then the girl's father 
presents the dan or dower,which includes money, clothes, vessels,
&c., but no female jewels; and the b.'.irat returns to the jandal-
wasa. The boy's father then visits all the women (gotan) of 
his own clan who live in the village, and gives each one rupee.
The horses and bullocks are then got out, and should assemble 
at the outer gate of the village though they sometimes go to 
the door of the house for convenience. Her maternal uncle 
takes the girl, and followed by women singing, places her 
in the ox-cart in which she is to travel. She is accom-
panied by a female barber, called the larumoi, and the boy
is kept apart. When they are just starting, the two fathers 
embrace, and the girl's father gives the other one rupee and his 
blessing; but the girl's mother comes up, and having dipped 
her hand in henna, claps the boy's father on the back so as to 
leave a bloody mark of a hand (thapa) on his clothes. A few 
pice are scrambled over the heads of the happy pair j and the 
procession starts for home, the girl screaming and crying ~ 
a most essential form. 

.: When the barat reaches the boy's village the friends are 
i4:collectedat the boy's door, which has five red marks of a hand 
on the wall on either side. The boy and girl are stoodon the stool 
which the barat have brought from the other village, and the 
boy's mother measures them both with a sela or string made 
of the hair 'of a bullock's tail, which is then thrown away. She 
also performs the ceremony of sewal, and waves a vessel of water 
over their heads and drinks a little of it. The boy's sister stands 
in the doorway and will not admit them till the boy pays her 
one rupee. That night the boy and girl sleep on the floor, and 
above where they sleep are two mud saucers stuck, bottom out-
wards, against the wall, and a lighted lamp before them. 

On the next auspicious day the girl puts on the wrap with 
the patka still knotted to it ; the boy takes it over his shoulder 

I 
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CHAP. I. C. and.leads her off, attended by w~>Inenonly and music, to worship 
Population. the god of the homestead.rjhe ' sacred tulsi tree, the small-pox 

.At goddess, and all the village deities, and the wheel of the potter, 
~r cere-no- who .givesthem a nest of vessels'ol' good luck. They go outside 

t~e vIlla~e and perf~rm kesora, "Yhich consists in the. boy and
girl taking each a stick and fighting together by striking seven 
blows or more. Then comes the ceremony of kangna khelna. 
The girl unties the kasuma or 7-knotted sacred thread 'w-hichthe 
Brahman tied round the boy's wrist before he started, and he 
undoes hers. The kosupuu: are then tied to the girl's yoke-ring;
and it is flung by the boy's brother's wife into a vessel of milk 
and water with (lubh grass in it. The two then dip for it several
times with their hands, the finder being 'rewarded with cheers.* 
Till this ceremony is performed, the boy and girl must sleep

. on the ground, and not on bedsteads. Then the boy's elder 
brother's wife (his bhabi) sits down, opens her legs, and takes the 
bOI between her thighs. The girl sits similarly between the boy's
thighs, and takes a little boy into her lap'. The girl or his mother 
gives him two laddus; and he says, "a son for my sister-in-law, 
and. two l.ada,us.for me." Somefew days after a barbeI'~mes
from the girl's village, and takes her back to her home. 1,,, 

Conau.nma- So far the bride and birdegroom are infants, and of course 
tion of the the marriage has not been consummated; in fact, a child con-
marriage. ceived at this stage would be illegitimate. The consummation 

takes place after the return 'of the girl to her husband's house, 
called cholla or muklawa. This takes place when the girl is 
pubert ; but must be in either the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, or 11th 
year after the wedding. The girl's people fix the day ; and 
the boy with some male friends, but without his father, goes to 
fetch her. The girl then for the first time wears a large nose-
ring, an armlet (tadia), and a boddice or angi. The girl's father 
gives her some clothes and jewels, and they go off home. -As 
they start, the girl must scream and cry bitterly, and bewail 
some near male relation who has lately died, saying. "oh! my
father is dead," or" oh I my brother is dead." After reaching
home they live together as man and wife. The girl stays with 
her husband a few weeks only; and must then return to her 
father's home and stay there some six months or a year. She is 
then brought back for goodby her husband. her father presenting
her with her trousseau (pitar) of clothes and jewels. This she -

• Among the Rajputs there are two kal1f1f1a,Y, one with a rupee and the other with betel-nut ' 
tied to it. This ceremony is performed with the former kan!li'u .at the gil'l's village the day afwr 
the pTt-erlJ, and with the latter as descrihed above. . . .e;' 

L 
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'retains; but all clothes given by her father to the boy's father CHAP. I. c. 
previous to this, at marriage or cholla, must be divided among pop~on.
the female relations of the boy's father and not retained by -

Consumme-h.
1m. tion of the 

This is the course or affairs when the parties marry in marriage. 

infancy. But among Rajputs who always marry late, and 
generally when the marriage has from any cause been delayed 
till puberty, there is no mukknoa, but on the third day, before 
the barat starts the ceremony of 'patra pherna or changing the 
stools is performed. The girl changes all her clothes, putting on
clothes provided by her father, and also a large nose-ring, armlet,
and boddice, The boy and girl are then seated on stools, and 
exchange places, each sitting where the other was, and the patka
is tied up. The girl's father presents both the dower and the 
trousseau at the same time; and the pair, OD reaching home, 
live as'manand wife. ' 

Among Musahnans there is no phera ; the nikah or Musal- M':;a1m:: 
man marriage ceremony being substituted for it, which the qazi :riati~ng;:er 
reads in presence of witnesses. Envoys (vakils) go into the 
girl's house to take her consent and come out and announce it, the
boy consents himself three times, and the ceremony is complete. 
But among converts to Islam, at any rate, the other customs 
and ceremonies are almost exactly the same. Of late years the 
Musalmans have begun to leave off the seuial and araia, and they 
often use no pechi, though they retain the sehra. Local and 
tribal variations are numerous, but quite unimportant. There 
are innumerable minutiee which vary greatly, though quite con-
stant for each tribe or locality. The Rajputs never use a mor, 
nor have the custom of thapa ; and the tent is often omitted 
from the manda in the Khadar. 

The wife has to hide her face before all the elder brothers :i~ati~n.I 
and other elder relations of her husband; not so before the u;o~WlD!ar. 
~Toungerones-elder and younger; being, of course, a matter flag •• 
of genealogical degree, and not of age. Nor may she ever men-
tion the name of any of the elder ones, <?reven of her husband 
himself.* When once the ceremonial goings and comings are 
over-among Rajputs, for jnstance, where there is no muklaW(J,
directly the wedding is over-she may never return to her father's
house except with his special leave; and if he sends for her, he has 
to give ber a fresh dower. The village into which his daughter 

-
•• In one village there is a shrine to an ancestor who bad died childless. It is known 

by his nick name, and not by his proper name, because the women of the family do not like 
to pronounoeJhe_latter. 

·1 
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OBAP.I. C. 

, Population. 

Relations 
follOwing . 
upon marri-
age. 

Theeustom 
of ",ota. 

Remarriage of 
widows. 

is married is utterly tabooed for the father, and her elder brother, 
and all near elder relations. They may not go to it, even drink 
water from a well in that village; for it is shameful to take any-
thing from one's daughter or her belongings. On the other hand, 
the father is continually giving things to his daughter and her 
husband as long as he lives. Even the more distant elder rela-
tions will not eat or drink from the house into which the girl is 
married, though they do not taboo the whole village. The boy's 
father can go to the girl's village by leave of her father, but not 
[without. 

There is a curious custom caned neota by which all the 
branches of a family contribute towards the expenses of a marri-
age in any of its component households. If A and B are rela-
tions and A first marries his daughter, B will contribute, say
Rs.10. If B then marries his daughter, A must contribute more 
than this, or say Rs. 12. At further marriages, so long as the 
neola consists between them, the contribution will always be Rs. 
10, so that B will always owe A Rs. 2 ; but if tither wishes to put 
an end to the neoia, he 'will contribute if A, only Rs. 8, if B Rs. 
12. This clears the account, and ipso facto, closes the neota. 
The neotais always headed by the bhati or mother's hrother ; but 
his contribution is a free gift, and does not enter into the account, 
which is confined to the relations of the male line. These con-
tribute even when the relationship is VCl'J" distant indeed .. This 
is the real neoia " and is only called into play on the occasion of 
the' marriage of a daughter or SOIl of the house. But in a some-
what similar manner, when the bhat is to be provided by the 
mother's father, he sends a little gur to each neotara or person
between whom and himself neota exists; and they make small 
contributions, generally Re. 1 each. So, too, when the boy's
father gives gur to his relations at his son's betrothal they each 
return him Re. 1. The Rajputs call the custom bel instead of 
neo:a, and take it, in the case of the bhat, only from descendants 
of a common great-grandfather. 

A man may marry as often as he pleases. If he marries 
again on the death of his wife, he is called doheju, The ceremo-
Dies are exactly the same for a man's different marriages. But 
under no circumstances can a woman perform the phera twice in 
her life. Thus, among the Rajputs, Brahman and Tagas, who do 
not allow karewa or karao, a widow cannot, under any circum-
stances, remarry. But among other castes a remarriage is allow-
ed under the above name. It is, in its essence, the Jewish 
Levirate; .that is to say, on the death, of a man his younger 
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brother has first claim to the widow, then his elder brother, and ClIAP.I c.' 
after them other relations in the same degree; though karewa POPul t. 
cannot be preformed while the girl is a minor, and her consent is ~Jon. 
nec~ssary. But it has been extended s? that a m!1n.may marry !~~!~~ageof
a Widowwhom he could not have married as a virgm, the only
restriction being that she is not of his own clan. Thus, a Gujar 
may inarry a Jat or Ror widowof any clan but his own. Neither 
marriage nor adoption, nor any other ceremony, can change the
clan of a man or woman, that being, under all circumstances, the
clan of the original father. Even women of menial castes can be 
so married; but the woman is then called heri hui though it is 
still a real marriage. At the same time any marriage out of 
one's own caste, even if with a higher one, is thought disgraceful.r 
The marriage must not take place within a year of the husband's 
death. It is effected by the man throwing a red wrap over the 
woman's head and putting wristlets (ch'ura)an bel' arm in presence 
of male and female members of the brotherhood. There is no 
neota in kare-wa, because there are no expenses. 

When a ~indu: is on the point of death, he is taken off the Dt'ftth. 
bed ana put WIthhISfeet to the east on the ground, on a fresh 
plastered spot strewn with the sacred dubh grass and sesame. 
Ganges water and milk, and a tiny pearl (they can be bought for
a few pice), and gold, are put into his mouth. The friends are 
called in, and the son or nearest heir shaves completely in public,
draws water with his right hand alone, bathes, and. puts on a 
clean loin-cloth, turban and handkerchief, and no other clothes. 
Meanwhile the widow has broken her 8ohag. and throws it on the 
corpse, while the men or women of the family, according to its 
sex, bathe it. with the water the son has drawn, put on it a loin-
cloth, and sew it up in a shroud (guji or ghug) .. They then place 
it on the Mer (arthior pinjri) and bear it out head foremost. At 
the door a Brahman meets it with pinds (balls of dough) and 
water, which the SOl1 places on the bier by the head of the corpse.
On the road they stop by a tank or some water, and pinds are 
again put on the bier. Then all the pinds are flung into the 
water, and the bier is taken up the reverse way, with the' feet 
forem~~t. When they reach the burning placo. (chhalla) the 
corpse ISplace on the pyre (chita), aud the SOl1, taking sacred fire 

- ,lit by the Brahman, lights the wood (day dena) and fans it. This I 

is the kiri .i karm so often mentioned. When the bone of the 
, 

,skull is~exposed,the son takes one of the sticks, of which the bier -.was made, drives it through the skull (kapal ki,'ia) and throws it 
I

over the corpse beyond the feet. When the corpse is completely 
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CHAP. I. O. burnt, all bathe and return together to the house, and then go oft 
to their homes. The burning should be on the day of death, ifPopulaUoD. 
possible; but it should always be before sunset. 

Death. 
If the burning was performed on the bank of the JUlllna, 

water is thrown on the ashes; if in the Kurukshetr, the bones 
are thrown into one of the sacred tanks, and all is oyer. Other-
wise on the third day the knuckle-bones ...and other small frag-
ments ofbones (phul) are collected. If they can be taken to the 
Ganges at once, well and good; if not they are buried in the 
jungle. But they must not be brought into the village in any
case; and when once ready to be taken to the Ganges, they must
not be put down anywhere, but must always be hung up till 
finally thrown by a Brahman into the stream. 'I'heirbearer, who 
must be either a relation, or a Brahman, or Jhinwar, must sleep
on the ground, and not on a bed, on his way to the Gariges. 
After the death a ghara of water with a hole in the bottom, stuff-
ed with dubh grass, so that water will drip from it, is hung. in a 
pipal tree; and the water is filled, and a lamp lighted daily for 
11 days. 

The house is impure (pata.k) till the thirteenth day after 
death. On the tenth day the Maha Brahman or Acharj comes. 
The household perform dasahi ,. that is, they go to the tank, wash 
their clothes, shave, offer 10 pimde, and give the Aduir] -grain
enough for 10 meals. On the eleventh or Elayof sapvnda, a bull 
calf is let loose,with a trident (tarsul) branded on his shoulder 
or quarter, to become a pest. The Acharj is seated on the dead 
man's bedstead, and they make obeisance to him and lift him 
up, bedstead and all. He then takes the bedstead and all the 
wearing apparel of the dead man, and goes off on his donkey.
But he is held to be so utterly impure that in many villages
they will not allow him to come inside, but take the things out 
to him. On the twelfth day the Gujrati Brahman is fed, being 
given sidha or the uncooked materials for dinner only, as he will
not eat food cooked even by Gaur Brahmans. On the thirteenth 
day the Gaur Brahmans are fed, and then the whole brother-
hood; the walls are plastered, the earthen vessels changed, all,
clothes washed, and the house becomes pure. If the man died 
on his bed instead of on the ground, the house is impure f01' 
45 days; and after the eleventh day special ceremonies called 
Japhave to be performed to purify it. Again, if he has died .on 
certain inauspicious days of the. month, called panchak, five 01' 
seven Brahmans have to perform barni in order to ease his spirit 
The same ceremonies are observed on the death of a woman, 
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Children under 8 years of age are buried without ceremony. 
There are no particular ceremonies observed at the death of a 
)1usalman, who is, of course, buried with his feet to the south. 
Gosains and Jogis are buried sitting up in salt; and used to be 
so buried alive before our rule, 'I'heir graves are called samad. 
Bairagis are burnt, and in the case of an abbot a samad erected 
over some of the bones. Chamars are burnt; while sweepers 
are buried upside down (mundha). 

• The disembodied spirit while 01\ its travels is calledparet,·
and remains in this state for one year making twelve monthly 
stages. For the first twelve days after death a lamp is kept lit, 
and a bowl of water with a hole in the bottom for it to drip
from kept full in a pipal tree for the use of the spirit. At the 
end of each month the son gives his family priest the "monthly
ghara," which consists of a ~idha 01' uncooked food for two 
meals, a ghara of water, a towel, an umbrella, and a pair of the 
wooden shoes (khamun) used where the impure leather is objec-
tionable, At the first anniversary of the death (barsaudi) he 
gives the Brahman a bedstead and bedding, a complete suit of 
clothes, some vessels, and such other parts of a complete outfit 
as he osnafford. This is called sajja. He also gives him a cow 
with a calf at foot, and some rupees in water. 

The character and disposition of the people are thus described 
by .,..fr Ibbetson i-e-

.iU • • 

I ha liki f tb'1' 'II H'" .(C ve a great I -mg. or . e orumary VI ager. IS life IS one of 
monotonous toil under very depressing cicumstanees. He grumbles much, but 
only as a farmer is bound to do; and he is marvellously patient, cheery and 
contented on the whole. He is often exceedingly intelligent considering his 
opportunities, he is hospitable in the extreme, and he loves a joke when the 
point is broad enough for him to see. His wants are easily satisfied; he has 
formulated them thus:- .. 

" Des e1tange hait delc1z,wa da~:man berri: 
" H aq '1. 1tisabi nlJa, soa sale ail; j't'io1'i ; 
"Bhu1'i Ma~na 1:a dudh, wa raba» gnotna; 
" ltna de learttO' ; to bohl' na ootna! 
C/ Let me see ten good oxen and ten maunds of mixed grain, the milk 

of a gl'ey buffalo and some sugar to stir into it, a fair assessment demanded 
after the harve-+. God give IDeso much, and I won't say another word. 

,~I will even say that according to his standard he is moral, though
his standard is not OU\:. The villager looks at the end, and not a.t the means. 
If he honestly thinks that his friend is in the right in hili claim, a respectable 

. man will tell any number of circumstantial lies to produce the same Impres-
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sion on the mind of the Judge. But if he thinks him in the wrong, he will 
not bear evidence either for or against him; he will say that he knows no-
thing about the matter, And when formally confronted by the whole 
brotherhood; a villager will rarely persist in a claim which he knows to be 
false. Of the good faith that governs the mass of the people in their dealings
with one another, it would, I believe, be difficult to speak too bighly, especial-
ly between members of the same community. Of their sexual morality, I can 
say nothing. If scandals ate common, we hear but little of them, for they
are carefully hushed up. :My impression is that the village life is infinitely
more pure in this respect than that of an English agricultural village; partly, 
no doubt, because of the early marriages which are customary. 

(C The loyalty of the people in the tract is, I think, beyond suspicion. 
They remember the horrors of the days of anarchy which preceded our rule 
too vividly to be anything else. Two points in our administration, however, 
are especially complained of by them. They complain bitterly of Native 
Judges; and say that since their authority has been extended, andner none 
ta!!", it has begun to grow dark. And they object to our disregard of persons,
and to our practical denial of all authority to the village elders. They say
that a headman now-a-days cannot Lox the ears .of au impertinent village
menial without running the risk of being fined by the Magisb'8.te; and I 
think it. can hardly be denied that, in many respects, our refusal to recognise 
the village as a. responsible unit is a mistake; while where we do partly
enforce the system of joint responsibility, we wholly deny to the people tLe 
privilege of joint government." 

The Musalmans of the district must he divided' into two 
verydistinct classes. T.J1eoriginal Musalmans, suchai(S"aiyids,
Pathans, Qoreshis,Sheikhs, and Mughals, are strict follo~ers·of 
Islam. In the villagesa few laxities have crept in ; but in the nimn
their religion and its customs are those of all Musalmans, and 
we need say no more about them. But the case is very different
with the ~{usalman Rajputs, Gujars, and similar converts from 
Hinduism. Their conversion dates, for the most part, from the
close of the Pathan, and the early days of the Mughal dynasty. 
Many of them are said to have been converted by Aurangzeb; 
and these were probably the last made, for the change of 
faith always dates from at least eight generations, or 200 years 
back, and proselytism was, of course, unknown under the Sikhs 
and Mahrattas. In some cases the whole community of a village 
is Musalman; but quite as often one branch has abandoned, and
the other retained their original faith, and in no case has any
considerable group of villages embraced Islam as a whole. 

Religious nfe. . Living thus side by side with their Hindu brethren in the 
same or the next village, sharing property in the same land, and 
.forming a part of the same family with them, it is impossible 
th~t the Musalman converts' should not have largely retained. 

http:Magisb'8.te
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their old rel igious customs and ideas. In fact, till some 25 years «lHAP. I. o. 
ago, they were Musalman in little hut name. They practised Population,
circumcision, repeated the kalma, and worshipped the village 
deities. But after the mutiny a great revival took place.' Mu_Rcligioll31ift 
hammadan priests travelled about preaching and teaching the true 
faith. N ow almost every village in which Musalmans own any 
considerable portion has its mosque, often of adobe only; and all 
the grosser and open idolatries have been discontinued. But the 
local deities and saints still have their shrines, .even in villages

• held only by Musalmans ; and are still worshipped by the majority, 
.though the practice is gradually declining, 'Phe women, espe-
cially, are offenders in this way. A Mttsalman woman who had 

, not offered to the small-pox god would feel that she had deliber-
ately risked her child's life. Family priests are still kept up as' 
of old ; and Brahmans are still fed on the usual occasions. As for 
superstitions, as distinct from actual worship, they are untouched
by the change of faith, and are common to Hindu and Musalman. 

The student who, intimately acquainted with the Hindu Hindus. 
Patheon as displayed in the sacred texts, should study the religion
of the Hindus of thedistl'ict, 'would :fi.nd himself in strangely
unfamiliar company. It is true that all men know of Shiv and 
of Vishnu" ; that the peasant, when he has nothing else to do 
to that degree that he ya'wns perforce, takes the name of N'al'ain; 
and that Bhagwanis made responsible for many things not al-
ways to his credit. But these are the lords of creation, andtoo 

\. high company for the villager. He recognises their supremacy;
but his daily concerns in his work-a-day-world aloewith the host
of deities whose special business it is to regulate the matters by. 

~ which he 'is most nearly affected. 
These minor deities, whose cult comprises the greater part of :Mino~deitiE 

the peasant's religious ideas and acts, may be broadly divided into 
" four classes. First come the benevolent deities, such as the Sun, 

the Jumna, Bhumia, Khwaja Khizr, and the like. rrhen the 
malevolent deities, mostly females, such as t be Small-pox Sisters, 
Snakes, the Fairies, &c. Then the sainted dead, such as Guga,
Lakhdata, and Bawa Farid; and finally, the malevolent dead, 
such as Saiyads (Bhahids), It is a curious fact that most of the 
malevolent deities are worshipped chiefly by women, and by chil-
dren while at their mother's apron. MOl'Covel',the offerings made 
to them are taken not by Brahmans, but hy impure and probably 
---- ... - -----_ ...._------
·Brahma is never mentloucd alive by 1\ Brahmau i a.nd mlln)' of the "i!1agerl hardI)" kllow hi. 

ua.mc. 
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aboriginal castes· and are of an impure nature, such as ch1wmas, 
fowls, and the like. And they are seldom or never worshipped on 
Sunday, which is the proper day for the benevolent Hindu deities. 
The primeeval Aryan invaders must have inter-married, probably
largely, with the aboriginal women; and it is a question to which 
inquiry might profitably be directed, whether these deities are 
not in many cases aboriginal deities. Even setting aside the 
theory of inter-marriage, it would be natural that the ncw comers 
while not caring to invoke the aid of the beneficent genii loci, 
might think it well worth while to propitiate the local powers of > 

evil upon whose territory they had trespassed. In this very
spirit the Hindus have adopted the worship of the Muhammadan
saints, and especially of the more malevolent ones. It can do no (
harm to worship them, while they may be troublesome if not 
propitiated ; and all these saints are commonly worshipped by
Hindus and Muhammadans alike. 

There can be no doubt that the presence of Islam by the side
of Hinduism has had considerable effect upon the latter. The 
Hindu villager, when asked about his gods, will generally
wind up by saying" after all there is but one great one (sahib), " 
and they generally give the information asked for with a half smile,
and will often shake their finger and say it is a kaohoha religion. Of 
course the existence of such a feeling is exceedingly compatible with
the most scrupulous care not toneglect any of the usual observanc-
es; and whatever might b'~h~"pr.ivate convictions or absence of 
conviction, a man-would feel 'that it would be pre-eminently unsafe 
to omit the customary precautions, and would be thought ill of if he 
~~., . 

There is a new sect called Sadh, confined 'to the Jats, which 
has made some .little .progress. in the district, two whole villages 
having entered it" ,It was-founded by one Ude Das, and its head-
quarters are at Farrukhabad. 'I'he seatarians are free-thinkers, 
and as they can see no gocls,..worship-none. Their only cere-
monial consists in large public dinners" especially on the Puran 
Mashi festival. They abjure tobacco and affect special personal 
cleanliness, They only marry and. eat .rwith one another, but 
they give their daughters to other Jats, ,f ~.']!, l

i

Temples proper are built only to' "Vishnu and S~iy{~nd
hardly ever by the villagers, who content themselves with'rnak-
ing small shrines to th~ local deities. 'I'he ordinary Hindu---------~-----------~~----~'~----

·In some cases the Brahmans will consent to be fed ill the name of a' deity, when they will not 
take offerir.g&made at his shrine, And they will in some villages allow.their 9i1'la to take the 
oiIerings, for if they die in consequence it does not matter much. Boya are more valuable, and 
must not run the risk, 

\ 
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shrine must face the east. It is ordinarily built in the shape CRAP. I. c. 
either of a rectangular prism capped by a pyramid, or of a ••••••••. 
cylinder with a bulbous head and pointed finial, and is often .-
only some 12 inches square. It is often surmounted by an iron Shrines. 
spike (sink). -It is .generally hollow, with a small door-way in . 
front and at the bottom. The :Muhammadan shrine faces the 
south, and is in the form of a grave with nitehes for lamps, and
often.has flags (dhaja) over it. If the shrine of a dead Musal-
man is large ..f.moughto go into, you must be careful to clap your 
handS (tali bajana) before opening the door, as these gentry
sometimes sit on their tombs. in their bones to take the air, and 
have been discovered in that condition,-an occurrence which 
they resent violently. Not unfrequently a tree, generally a pipaZ
orJand, takes the place of a building; or even merely a fixed 
spot called thapwa. In two villages the distinction between the
two classes of shrines has given rise to delicate questions. In 
one a branch of the family had been converted to Islam after 

. the settUng of the village; and. when it was proposed to erect 
a shrine to the common ancestor, who was of course a Hindu, 
there was much dispute about the form to be adopted. The 
difficulty was overcomeby building a 1\'1uhammadan grave facing 
the south, and the Hindu shrine over it with the door to the 
east·~!n..uanqther _v.illa.g.e. ••MLJ.p1P~:r.:!~Lt!Q9-P~~. ..wB!J?!lce~rnt~~::jf;~~j~.::l~~~:::~ ."~h~~ti1:b~~~~~fIl~~d
liiiriea, whic4~ed to make"hima Hindu -: After·muCTC~·~ 
.~~~.-O~. ti!e:]atte:t~.o.pinion.prev~Ued..;·and·a·mn~~~!fi'~ 
an .eas~ __~~~? now stands to his memory.---

...-,".,.,..- ..~-..- ., ..-. -'-- . 

The,most ordinary form of worship is a salutation made by }{~of "or-
joining tlie hands palm to .palm, and raising themtothe fore- .ship. . 
head (dhok marna). A villager doesthis whenever he passes the 
shrine of a village deity. In one village.the masonwho built 
the new common room, threw' in, as a thank-offering. for the 

.completion of the work, a woodenEnglishman who st~l sits on 
• the top 0/ th~ house; and though the rain has affected his com-

plexion much for the worse, the people always salute him on
coming out of their housesin the morning. There is also ch~k-
karna, which consists intouching first the object to. be worship-
ped, and then the forehead, with right hand. Another form of 
worship is to scoop out a little hollow in tp.e earl,ip-by the-shrine 
I,\ndflingthe soil on to a heap.- This is called matt';' kailna, and 

.i. .' ·In the l'unjab these heaps of mud ftUllg up in memol1 of d.,eallQd anoetton are can.d •• 
. JoITur., from ,iel), a hll8band's elder relative. . . 
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seems vcry much analogous with the common custom of flinging 
stones on to a cairn. It is practised.chiefly ill honour of ances-
tors and fairies, and heaps of mud raised in this vray by a shrine 
sometimes reach a height of 8 feet. 'l'he person doing this will 
often say to the god "I will dig you a tank "-; and perhaps the 
custom has its origin in the honour attachable to the maker of 
a .tank in this thirsty land; but it is equally possible that this 
is only a local explanation of a custom brought from a more 
stony country, and the origin of which has been forgotten, for 
hundreds of our villagers have never seen Dr stone in their lives. 

Offerings (char haw a) generally take the form of a little 
gram, or milk, 01' cooked food, or a few sweetmeats offered in 
front of the shrine in small saucers or jars, the remainder of the 
offering being given to the appropriate receiver. Libations are 
not uncommon; and a white cock is sometimes killed. And in 
many cases Brahmans are simply fed in the name of the god. 
Offerings of cooked food may be divided into two classes. To 
the benevolent gods or to ancestors, only pakki roti, that is cakes 
or sweets fried in ghi, may bc offered; while to the malevolent 
and impure gods, kaohchi roti, generally consisting of churma, or 
stale bread broken up and mlled into balls with gur and ghi, is 
offered. Brahmans will not take the latter class of offerings.
Vows (kabul) are common, the maker promising to build a shrine 
or feed so many Brahmans in the event of his having a son, 01' 
recovering from illness, or the like. 

When a villager is ill, the disease is generally attributed to 
the influence (opri ,ihapet) of a malevolent deity, or of a ghost 
(bhut) who has possessed him (Upat Qr chipat or pitach jana).
Recourse is then had to divination to decide who is to be ap-
peased, and in what manner. There is a class of men called 
bhagats or syana (literally, knowing ones) who exercise the gift
of qivination under the inspiration of some deity or other, gener-
ally a snake-god or Saiyad. The power is apparently confined 
to the' menial (aboriginal?) castes, is often hereditary, and is 
rarely possessed by women; it is shown by the man wagging his 
head and dancing; and he generally builds a. shrine to his 
familiar spirit, before which he dances. When he is to be con-
sulted, which should be at night, the inquirer provides tobacco 
and music. The former is waved over the body of the invalid, 
and given to the bhagat to smoke, and the music plays, and a ghi
lamp is lighted, and the bhagat sometimes lashes himself with a 
whip; under which, influences the soothsayer is seized by the 
afflatus, and in a paroxysm of dancing and head wagging, 
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states the name of the malignant influence, the manner in which CHAP. I. C. 
he is to be propitiated, and the time when the disease may POp1ll~OD. 

b.e dexpected Ttobabate. A?-lolthermode of divination is prac- POll8e83iOD,iIi. 
tise thus. e syana WI wave wheat 01' jaioor over the vinatiOD, and 

patient's body, by preference on Saturday 01' Sunday; he then exorcism. 
counts out the grains one by one into heaps, one heap for 
each god who is likely to be at the bottom of the mischief, 
and the deity on whoseheap the last grain comesis the one to be

.. appeased. The waving of the grain or tobacco over the patient's
body is calledahunn a; the counting the grains, kewali. 

, The malignant deity is appeased by building him a new 
r shrine or by offoringsat the old one. Very often the grain to be 

offeredis put by the head of the sufferer during the night and 
offerednext_day; this is called orra. Or the patient will eat 
some and bury the rest at the sacreel spot, 01' the offeringswill 
be waved over the patient's head (warna) before being offered; 
or .on some moonlight night while the moon is still on the wax, 
he will place his offering with a lighted lamp on it at a place
where foul' roads meet; this is called [angrior nagdi. Some-
times it is enough to .tie a flag on the sacred tree or to roll on 
the ground in the front (Ifthe shrine, or to rub one's neck with 
the dust of it. Boils can often be cured by stroking them with 
a piece of iron and repeating the name of the deity concerned. 
Witchcraft propel' (jadtt) is principally practised by the lowest
castes, and you hear very little of it among the villagers. 

The Hindus of the district are Vaishnavas, though Vishnu is ~isb~u,Ram, 
hardly recognized by them under that name. But under the aram. 
name of Ram and Narain he is the great god of the country. 
'I'emplesto him (thakurdwara) exist in several of the larger 
villages, generally built by Brahmans or Bairagis, and almost 

~ always insignificant. He is worshipped under the name of Ram 
by Rajputs only; under the name of Narain by other castes. 
On the 11th of Katik or devuthni gyaras, when the gods wake
up from their four months' sleep, Brahmans are fed in his name;
and on the 8th of Bhadon (J(mamashtmi), such villagers as have 
fasted.-whiohno man working in the fieldswill have done, will
generally go to the thakurdwara and make an offering. And 
on some Sunday in Bhadon they will feed a few Brahmans in his 
name. Brahmans and Bairaqis take the offerings. 

Shivalas are not at all uncommon in the villages, built al-· Shiv 

most without exception by Banias. 'I'he priests are Gosains or Mah:mev. 

Jogis, generallyof the .kanphate or ear-pierced class, and they 

• 
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OHAI. P. c. take the offerings. No Brahmans can partake of the offerings to 
Population. Shiv, or be priest in his temple, though they will worship him 

and sometimes assist in the ceremonies, thus deviating from the
Shiv, strict rule of the original cult. On the Sheoratri, on the 13th of lIahadev. 

Sawan and Phagan such people as have fasted will go to the 
shiwala; but it is seldom entered on any other days. 

S1Jraj Devata, Tfhjsis the god whom the people chiefly delight to honour. 
or the Sun- Any villager if asked whom he worships most will mention him. 
~ Na shrine is ever built to this god. Sunday is of course the day , 

sacred to him. On Sunday the people do not eat salt; nor do , 
they set milk for ghi, but make it into rice-milk, of which a part 
is given to the Brahman in honour of the Sun; and a lamp is ..•., 
always burnt to him on Sunday. Brahmans are fed every now 
and then on Sunday in his name, and especially on the :first 
Sundav after the 15th of Sarh. when the harvest has been 
got i;, and the agricultural year is over. Before the daily
bath water is always thrown towards the Sun (argh)*; and every 
good man, when he :first steps out of doors in the morning, 
salutes the SUD,and says dharm ko sahai rakhye suraj maharaj,
or "keep me in the faith, oh Lord the Sun I" Brahmans take the 
offerings. 

The Jumna. After theBun comes the River Jumna always spoken of as 
Jumna J;; and so honoured that even when they complain
of the terrible evils brought by the canal, which is fed from the 
river, they say they spring Jumna Ji ke dosti se, "fl'om Lady 
Jumna's friendship." There are no shrines to the Jumna; but 
the people go and bathe in the river, or if unable to go so far, in 
the canal on the mekhs or sakrants in Chet and Katik, on the 
Dusahra of Jeth, and on the 15th of Katik, or every day in. 
that month if near enough. And Brahmans are constantly fed 
on Sunday in honour of Jumma Ji, and take all offerings. 

Dhar~i Mata Every morning, when a man :firstgets off his bed, he does
or Mother obeisance to the earth, and says Bukh rakhio Dharti Mata, '~pre-Earth. serve me Mother Earth." When a cow or buffalo is :first 

bought, or when she first gives milk after calving, the :first:five 
streams (dhar) of milk are allowed to fall on the ground in her
honour, and at every time of milking the first stream is so treat-
ed. So when medicine is taken, a little is sprinkled in her 
honour. So at the beginning of ploughing and sowing obeisance
is made to her and she is invoked. -

*This is done to the new moon too on the evening of her appearance, if one thinka of it. 
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The Bhumia should, from his name, be the god of the land, OHAP.I. e. 
and not of the homestead. But he is, in these parts, emphati-
cally the god of the homestead or village itself, and is indeed Population. 
often called Khera (a village) and Bhumia indifferently. In Bbumia or 
one or two villages a god called Bhairon or Khetrpal (field- ~~~:te~he 

nourisher) is worshipped; but, as a rule, he is unknown. When 
a new village is founded, the first.thing of all is to build a 
shrine to Bhumia on the site selected. Five bricks are brought 

~ from the Bhumia of the village whence the emigrants have 
come; three are arranged on edge like the three sides of a 
house, the other two are put over them like a gable roof, an 

1 iron spike is driven in, five lamps are lighted, five laddus are 
offered, Brahmans are fed, and the shrine built over the whole. 
In many cases, where two villages had combined their homesteads
for greater security against the marauders of former days, the 
one which moved still worships at the Bhumia of the old deserted 
village site. Bhumia is worshipped on Sunday. They burn a 
lamp and offer a cake of bread at the shrine, and feed Brahmans.
This is always done twice a year, after the harvests are gathered 
in; and also on other occasions. Bhumia is also worshipped 
at marriages; and when a woman has had a son, she lights 
lamps and affixeswith cowdung five culms of the panni grass,
called beran, to the shrine. So too the first milk of a cow or 
buffalo is always offered to Bhumia. Women commonly take 
their children to worship Bhumia on Sunday. The shrine is 
very usually built close to the common room; and the only
villages in which there is not one are held wholly by Saiyads.. 
Brahmans take the offerin-gs. 

Khwaja Khizr is the local god of water; though the name ~~:~~be 

reall1 belongs to one of the Muhammadan prophets, whose Watel'·God. 

special duty it is to take care of travellers. He is worshipped 
more in the Khadar than in the Bangar, and especially on 
Sunday. Twice a year after the harvests he is worshipped at 
the well, lamps being lighted and Brahmans fed. And -on the 
:festivalsof Holi and Dewali, a raft called langri is made of the 
beran just mentioned, and a lighted lamp put on it and set afloat 
on the tank in his honour. Brahmans take the offerings to 
Khwaja Khizr, though they are occasionally given to the water-
carrier or Jhinwar. 

Amongthe Gujars especially, tiny shrines to the _ancestors Pit,. or an· 
are coiiiirionallover the fields i_andamong other castes they-will eestcra, 

be' found in every village. Occasionally the shrine is to the 
gentile ancestor, and built upon a brick brought from his shrine 
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AP.I. O. at the place of origin, as with the Jaglan and Sandu Jats. Mud 
Population. is always. flung up to these shrines. And all the people feed 

Brahmans in honour of their ancestors on the 15th of the month PU,.or 
ancestors. . (mawas), and especially in the kanagat or the 16 days previous to 

and including the mawas of Asauj, which are specially sacred to 
the pitre Oattle are never worked on mauas. 

There are a great number of sattis or places where widows 
have been burnt on their husbands' pyres all over the country. " 
They are generally marked by shrines much larger than any other
kind, being 3 or 4 feet square. Lamps are lit and Brahmans fed 
at them on the 11th or 15th Katik. In one case Tagas, who had ..t; 
emigrated from their old village, used yearly to come more than 
40 miles to offer at their old saiti till quite lately, when they took 
away a brick from the satti and used it as the foundation of a 
new satti at their present village, which answered all purposes.
This is always done in the event of emigration. Brahmans take 
the offerings. 

The DNal. or When a man has died without a son (ut naput iana) he 
sonlese dead. becomes a gyal or ut, and is particularly spiteful, especially seek-

ing the lives of the young sons of others. In almost every village 
small low platforms (bhorka, battka), with saucer-like depressions 
in them, are made to the gyals ; and on the mawas, and especially 
on Diwali or the mawas of Katik (but not in the kanagat, which 
is sacred to the pitr) , the people pour Ganges water and cow's 
[r,ilk into these saucers, and light lamps and feed Brahmans,and
dig mud by them. It is more than probable that bhorkas are 
identical in origin and signification with the "cup-mark" which . 
have 80 puzzled antiquaries. Brahmans take the offerings.. 
Young children often have a rupee. hung round their necks by 
their mothers in the name of the gyals. . 

The SitaJa or The pustular group of diseasesis supposed to be caused by a 
amall-pox· band, of seven sisters, of whom Sitala or Mata, the goddessof group. 

small-pox, is the greatest and most virulent. Others of the group' 
are Masani, Basanti, Maha Mai," Polamde, Lamkaria, and 
Agwani or the little one who goes in front of all. But the gener-
al form the shrine takes in a village is that of a large one for
Sitala, and a number of others for the sisters, of whom the people
will know the name of only one or two. Basanti is a new addi-

.~hi8 is properly a name of devi who drives people u:ad; and is worshipped by some, but not 
very generally, 011 the 8th of Chet and Asauj. . 
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tion to the group, the disease having quite lately come from the CHAP. I. e, 
hills. They are sometimes called Sri Sitala, Mai Masani, Bari PopulaUoa.
Basanti, and so forth. The people profess to distinguish the '-,-
disease due to each; but it is impossible to find out what they :~:n~~~or 
are, except small-pox, which is undoubtedly due to Sitala. group. 

There are seven principal shrines to these deities at Patri, 
Kabri, Beholi, and Siwa of this district, Bidhlun near Bhatganw, 
Birdhana near Jhajjar, and at Gurgaon itself. They are never 
worshipped by men, but only by women and children of both 
sexes up to the age of 10 or 12. Enormous crowds collect at 
these shrines on the 7th of Ohet which is called sil or sili uuen, or 

;Sitala's 7th. -Besides this, Phag or Dolendhi, the day after the 
.Holi festival, is a favourable day, and any Monday, especially in 
Ohet or Sarh. Sitala rides upon a donkey; and gram is given to
the donkey and to his master the potter at the shrine, after hav-
ing been waved over the head of the child. Fowls, pigs, goats, 
cocoanuts, and churma are offered, and eaten by sweepers and 
Hindu Jogis, and white cocks are waved and let loose. An adult 
who has recovered from small-pox should let a "piglooseto Sitala,
or he will be again attacked. During an attack no offerings are 
made; and if the epidemic has once seized upon a village all
offeringsare discontinued till the disease has disappeared, other-
wise the evil influence (chhot) win spread. But so long as she
keeps her hands off,nothing is too good for the goddess,for she is
the one great dread of Indian mothers. She is, however, easily 

....frightened or deceived; and if a mother has lost one son by small-
fOX, she will call the next Kurria, *' he of the dunghill; or. 
J3aharu, an outcast; or Mara, the worthless one; or Bhagwana,
given by the great god. So, too, many women dress children in 
old rags begged of their neighbours, and not of their own house,
.till they have passed the dangerous age../' 

The country is covered with small shrines to Musalman The SaiyadJ 

martyrs; properly Shahids, but called Saiyads by the villagers. (S':Aid.) or 
There was a Raja Tharu in the Nardak, after whom several vil- D1 yrs. 
lages are still called Tharwa, and who dwelt in Habri. He ..used 
to levy seignorial rights from virgin brides. One night the 
daughter of a Brahman suffered thus. Her father appealed for
help to Miran Sahib, a Saiyad, who collected an immense army of
Saiyads, Mughals and Pathans, and vanquished the Raja. The 
fight extended over the whole country to Delhi; and the Saiyad
shrines are the graves of the Muslamans who fell. But a favour-

·COUlpve Two penny, Huitdeniers, &0. 

L 
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CHAP. I. C. ite prescription in sickness is to build a shrine to a Saiyad, whose 
¥"f'~~ name is often not even given, and when given, is almost always 

populaUoD. purely imaginary ; so that the Saiyad shrines are always being 
Thf! .8aiyaill added to. and most of them are not connected with any actual
~~kd'd.) or 
tnar'.l'fs, person. Lamps are commonly lit at the shrines on Thursdays; 

but offerings are seldom made except in illness e'r in fulfilment 
of a vow; they often take the form of a fowl or a goat or especial-
ly a goat's head (siri), and they are taken by Muslaman faqirs. 
Saiyads are ve1"y fond of blue flags. One of the Imperial kos: 
minars 01' milestones has been transformed into a Saiyad's shrine 
by the people of Kamal City and every Thursday evening there 
are worshippers, and faqi1's to profit by them. The Saiyads are~-" 
very malevolent, and often cause illness and death. One Saiyad ' 
Bhura, who has his shrine at Bari in Kaithal, shares with Mansa 
Devi of Mani Majra the honour of being the great patron of the 
thieves in this part of the Punjab; and a share of the booty is 
commonly given to the shrine, Boils, especially, are due to them 
and they make cattle miscarry. 

Tile Sin9'U or There is a gl'OUpof N agans, or female Snake-deities, known as 
snake-gods, Hinghs by the people, and especially called De1!ata or godling. They 

are almost always distinguished by some colours; and jhe most 
commonly worshipped are Kali, Hari, and Bhuri :::Jingh, or 
black, green, and brown. But here again the Bhagat will often 
direct a shrine to be built to some Singh ~whom no one has even 
heard of before; and so they multiply in a most confusing way. ~ 
They are servants of Raja Basak Nag, King of Patal or Tartarus. 
Dead men a1,,0have a way of becoming snakes-a fact which is. 
revealed in a dream, when a shrine must be built. Their wor-
ship extends all over the district, and is practised by all castes; 
but most of all by Gujars and in the Khadar. If a man sees a 
snake he will salute it, and if it bite him, be or his heirs, as the 
case may be, will build a shrine on the spot to prevent a repeti-
tion of the occurrence. But independently of this, most villages 
have shrines to them. Sunday is their day ; and also the 9th of 
Bhadon in particular, when most people worship them. Brah-
mans do not mind i.dng fed at their shrines, but will not take 
the offerings, which go to Hindu Jogis. Both men and women 
worship them, especially at weddings a11(1 births, and offer 
churma and flags (dhoja). They cause fever; but are not on the 
whole vuy malevolent, and often take away pains. They have 
great power over milch cattle; the milk of the 11th day after 
calving is offered to them ; and libations of milk are very accept-
able to them, They are certainly connected in the minds of the 
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people with the pitrs or ancestors, though it is difficult to say
'exactly in what the connection lies. Wherever the worship of 
the pitrs is most prevalent; there the Snake-gods also are especial-

.CHAP.], e.
p~p;;'(;~.

"~ 
ly cultivated. The snake is the common ornament on almost ~sn~~i.!:ck 
all the minor Hindu shrines. •. . 

Guga or Jahir Pir or Bagarwala, though a 'Musalman, is sup· GIIDo, Pi,.. 
posed to be the greatest of the snake-kings. He is .buried near 
Hissar, but is worshipped throughout the district. The 9th and 
15th of Bhadon, especially the former, are his days; and general-
ly the 9th of any month; and also Mor.days, His shrine is 
usually a cubical building with a minaret on each corner, and a 
grave inside. It is called a mori, and is marked by a long bamboo 
with peacock plumes, a cocoanut, some coloured thread, -and 
some hand·pankhas (bijna) and a blue flag on the top. This is 
called his chha,~i or fly flap; and on the 9th of Bhadon the J ogis 
take it round the village to the sound of drums, and people
salute it and offer churmas. He is not malevolent; and the loss 
of respect which his good nature causes him is epitomised in the 
saying--Guga beta na dega tau kuchh na chhin Zega :-" If 
Guga doesn't give me a son, at least he will take nothing away
from me." He is associated by the people with the five Pirs, 
who occasionally have shrines in the villages. 

The Nur-is are a somewhat vaguely defined class of malevolent The N!,f'jl; 

sJ,lirits, who attack women only, especially on moon-light nights, or faincH. 

glving them a choking sensation in the throat and knocking them 
down (hysteria). Children, on the other hand, they protect.
They seldom have shrines built to them ; but a tree or a corner 
by a tank is generally sacred to them, and here mud is flullg
to them. They are Musalman, and are apparently the same as 
the Prind or Peri, being also known as Shahpuris " but they
resent being called so, and no woman would mention the word. 
Churmas are offered to then: on Thursday evening by women and
children, and taken by Musalman faqirs, or sometimes by Jogis
or sweepers, and they are worshipped at weddings. The middle 
of Ohet, too, is a common time for offerings to them. 

The local saints are innumerable, many villages having' -¥inor saiuts. 
shrines to names never heard of elsewhere ; often those of people 
killed in the village. A few of the most celebrated saints wor-
shipped in the district are mentioned below :-

Miran sahib was a Saiyad of Baghdad, of whom many 
wonderful stories are told. He is often said to be the same as 
Hazrat Piran Pir of the Punjab ; but this seems very doubtful. 
He once led a mighty army to battle, and had his head carried 
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offby a cannon-ball during the fight. But he did not mind a 
bit and went on fighting. Then a woman in one of Raja 
Tharwa's villages said " who is this fighting without his head?" 
Upon which the body said-" Haqq, haqq, " and fell down dead, 
but as he was going to fall he said-" What! Aren't these 
villages upside down yet ? " Upon which every village belonging 
to and called after Raja Tharwa throughout the country was 
turned upside down, and all their inhabitants buried except the
Brahman's daughter. The walls are still standing upside down 
to convince you. . Miran Sahib was buried in Habri, and is 
commonly invoked and worshipped by the N ardak people; as 
also his sister's son Saiyad Qabir. They have a joint shrine 
called Mamu-bhan;a (uncle and nephew) in Sunpat. , 

Lakhdata or Sakhi Sarwar is a Punjab saint chieflyworshipped 
by Gujars and Rajputs. On Soiumo, the last day of Sawan, the 
women paint his picture on the wall, and the Brahmans bind a 
sacred thread on the wrist. He is also called Rohianwala, or 
Sakhi Sultan or Salanwala. 

Bawa Farid Shakarganj of Pakpattan, in Montgomery, is 
also honoured by the people, and has a shrine at Ghogripur,
where crowds of people offer to him after the spring harvest. 

Boali Q'1landar,a contemporary of Bawa Farid, is a very
celebrated local saint. He used to ride about on a wall at Burha 
Khera, but eventually settled at Panipat. He prayed so con-
stantly that it became laborious to get water to wash his hands 
with each time ; so he stood in the J umna, which then flowed 
under the town. After standing there seven years the fishes had
gnawed his legs, and he was so stiff that he could hardly move. 
So he asked the Jumna to step back seven paces. She, in her 
hurry to oblige the saint, went back seven kos, and there she is 
now. He gave the Panipat people a charm which dispelled all 
the flies from the city. But they grumbled and said they rather 
liked flies ; so he brought them back a thousandfold. The 
people have since repented. He died at Burha Khera, and there 
was a gooddeal of trouble about burying him. He was buried 
first at Kamal ; but the Panipat people claimed his body and
opened the grave, upon which he sat up and looked at them till 
they felt ashamed. They then took away some bricks from t~e 
grave for the foundation of a shrine; but when they got to Pam-
pat and opened the box, they found his body in it : so he n?w
lies buried both at Panipat and at Karnal. There is also a shrine 
to him at Burha Khera built over the wall on which he used to 
ride. His history is given in the Ain Akbari. He died in 724 
Hijra. 
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Naugazahs, or graves of saints said to be nine yards long, are CHAP. I. c. 
not uncommon. They are certainly of great length. populatlon. 

Kalu Saiyad, the family saint of the Kaliar Rajputs at lfiDo~nts 

Panipat, is a great worker of wonders; and if one sleeps near his ' 
shrine, he must lie on the ground and not on a bedstead, or a 
snake will surely bite him, If a snake should, under any other 
circumstances, bite a man in the Kaliar's ground, no harm will 
ensue to him. II; 

It has already been explained that the spirit after death Ghosts or 
undertakes a year's travels as a pareto But if, at the end of that nwt", 

\ time, he does not settle down and entel' upon a respectable 
_ second life, he becomesa bhu' or if a female, a churel and as such J' 

is an object of terror to the whole country. His principal object 
then is to give as much trouble as may be to his old friends, 
possessingthem, and producing fever and other malignant dis-
eases. People who have died violent deaths (called Ghazimurd 
or apgat) are especially likely to become bhuts; hence the 
precautions taken to appease the Saiyadsand others in like case 
with them. In many villages there are shrines to people who 
have been killed there. Sweepers, if carelessly buried mouth 
upwards; are sure to become bhuts ,. 80 the villagers always insist
upon their being buried face downwards (mundha): and riots 
have occurred about the matter, and petitions have been pre-
sented to the Magistrate. The small whirlwinds that raise pillars
of dust in the hot weather are supposed to be bhuts going to bathe 
in the Ganges. Bhuts are most to be feared by women and
children, and especially immediately after eating sweets; so that 

• if you treat a school to sweets, the sweet-seller will also bring
salt, of which he will give a pinch to each boy to take tre sweet
taste out of his mouth. They also have a way of going down 
your throat when yoc.yawn,. so that you should always put 
your hand to your mouth, and had also better say Naram after-
wards. 

The people are very observant of omens (saguns). The OmeD8 and . £ h . charms.following verse gives some 0 t e principal ones:-
Kaga, mirga, dahine, bain bisyar ho; 
Gaiyi sampat baore jo garur dahine ho. 
"Let the crow and the black buck pass to the right; the 

snake to the left. If a mantis is to the right, you will recoup 
your losses." 

A mantis is called the horse or cow of Ram; is always 
auspicious, especially on dusahra; and the villager will salute 
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one when he sees it. OwIs portend desolate homes, Black 
things in general are bad omens (kasaun); and if a man 
wishes to build a house and the first stroke of the spade turns
up charcoal, he will change the site. On the other hand, iron is 
a sovereign safeguard against the evil eye. While a house is be-
ing built there is always an iron pot (or a Uhara painted black 
is near enough to deceive the evil eye) kept on the works; and 
when it is finished the young daughter of the owner ties to the 
lintel of the door a koaupu», consisting of an iron ring (chhalla) , 
with other charms, and her father gives her Re. 1-4 for doing it. 
'I'ill then the house is not inhabited. 'I'he same kangna is used at 
weddings and on other occasions. A koil is especially unlucky. 
Chief among good _omens (saod saon) is the dogar, or two 
water pots, one on top of tho other. It should always be left to 
the right. 

Charms are in common me. The leaves of the siras are 
especially powerful; and after them, those of the mango. They
are hung up in garlands with a mystic inscription on an earthen 
platter in the middle; and the whole is called a totka. ·The 
jand is another very sacred tree. In illness it is a good thing to 
have an inscription made 011 an earthen vessel by ajaqir, and to 
washit off and drink the water. So in protracted labour the 
washings of a brick from the fort Ohakaou. of Amin near Pehoa 
are potent: or if any body knows how to draw a ground plan of 
the fort, the water into which the picture is washed off will be 
equally effective-as a potion. 

Of course the superstitions of the people are innumerable. -
Odd numbers are lucky. Numero Deus impars gaudet. But 
three and thirteen are unlucky, because they are the bad days 
after death: so that teratin is equivalent to " all anyhow." And 
if a man, not content with two wives, wish to marry again, he 
will first marry a tree, so that the new wife may be the fourth, 
and not the third. So if you tread on n three-year old pat .of 
cowdung you lose your way to a certainty. The preference for 
the number 5, and, less markedly for 7, will have been apparent 
throughout the foregoing pages. An offering to a Brahman is 
always l·h 2} 5, 7t, and so on, whether rupees or seers of grain.
The dimensions of wells and parts of wells and their gear, on the 
other hand, are always fixed in so ma11Y and three-quarter hands; 
not in round numbers. The tribal traditions of the people and
those concerned with numbers and areas, with chief's wives and 
sons, and with villages, swarm with the numbers 12, 24, 16i, 52, 
84 and 360. Hindus count the south a quarter to be especially 
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avoided, for the spirits of the dead live there. Therefore your CHAP. t C. 
cooking hearth must not face the south; nor must you sleep or PojUlatiOli. 
lie with your feet towards the south except when you are about ... 
to die. To sneeze is auspicious, as you cannot die for some Superstitions. 

little time after; so when a man sneezes, his friends grow
enthusiastic: and congratulate him saying satan"jiv "live a 
hundred years;" or Chakpadi, a name of devi who was sneezed 

. out by Brahms in the form of a fly. 
It .is well not to have your name made too free use of, es-

pecially for children. They are often not named at all for some 
little time, and when named, are often addressed as buja or buji,
according to sex. If a man is wealthy enough to have his son's 
horoscope drawn, the name then fixed will be carefully concealed,
till the boy is 8 or 10 years old, and past danger. And even then it 
will not be used commonly, the every-day name of a Hindu 
being quite distinct from his real name given in his janampatri
or horoscope. At his marriage, however, the real name must be 
used. 

A Hindu will not eat, and often will not grow, onions or 
turnips; nor indigo, for simple blue is an abomination to him. 
Nor will a villager cat oil or the black sesame seed, if formally
offered him by another ; for if he do he will serve the other in the 
next life. Thus if one ask another to do something for him, the 
latter will reply :-" kya, 'main ne tere kale til chabe hain." 
" What? Have I eaten your black sesame ?" Sacred groves 
(talak) are not uncommon; and anyone who cuts even a 
twig from them is sure to suffer for .it, They exist in some of 
the villages where wood is most scarce, but are religiously
respected by the people. The Banias of the tract have 
a curious superstition which forbids the first transaction of the 
day to be a purchase on credit. It must be paid for in cash 
and is called bohni.The age of miracles is by no means past.
In 1865 a miraculous bridge of sand was built over the Jumna 
in this district at the prayer of a faqir, of such rare virtue 
that lepers passing oyer it and bathing at both ends were cured. 
A good many lepers went from Karnal to be cured; but the 
people say that the bridge had" got lost" when they got there. 

Of course the greater number of the village festivals and [.IB\~and r_· 
the observances appropriate to them are common to all Hindus, iva a, 

But some of them are peculiar to the villages, and a deserip-
tion of them will not be· out of pla.ce here. The ordinary Diua li 
is on the 14th of Katik, and is called bv the villagers the little 
Diwal·i. On this day the pitra or ancestors visit the house. But 
the day after, they celebrate the great or Gobardhan Diwali, in 
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OHAP.I. o, which Krishna js worshippedin his capacity of cowherd, and 
which all owners of cattle should observe. On the day of the 

Popu!jitlon little Diwuli the whole house fresh is plastered. At night lamps 
Fut;and are burnt as usual, and the people sit up all night. Next morning
festivals. the house-wife takes all the sweepingsand old clothes in a dust 

pan, and turns them on to the dunghill, saying" daladr dur 
ho," daladr meaning thriftless, lazy, and therefore poor. Mean-
while the women have made a Gobardhan of cowdung, which 
consists of Krishna lying on his back surrounded by little 
cottage loaves of dung to represent mountains, bristling with
grass stems with tufts of cotton or rag on the top for trees; 
and little dung balls for cattle, watched by dung men dressed
in bits of rag. Another opinion is that the cottage loaves are 
cattle, and the little balls calves. On this is put the churn-
staff and five whole sugarcanes, and some parched rice and a 
lighted lamp in the middle. The cowherdsare then called in, 
and they salute the whole and are fed with parched rice sweets. 
The Brahman then takes the sugarcane and eats a bit; and 
till that time nobody must cut, or press, or eat cane. .Parched 
rice is given to the Brahman; and the bullocks have their horns 
dyed, and get extra well fed. 

Four days before the Diwali, or on the lIth of Katik, is 
the Devuthni Gyaras, on which the gods. wake up from their
four months' sleep, beginning with the lIth of Sarh, and during 
which it is forbidden to marry, to cut sugarcane, or to put
new string on to bedsteads on pain of a snake biting the sleeper.
On the night of this day the children run about the 'village 
with lighted sticks and torches. On the 15th and lIth of 
Phagan the villagers worship the aonla tree or phyllanthus em-
blica, mentioned by Huen Tsang as being so abundant beyond
Delhi. This tree is the emblic myrobolus, a representation of
the fruit of which is used for the finial of Buddhist temples. 
Its worship is now connected with that of Shiv; Brahmans 
will not take the offerings. The people circumambulate the tree 
from left to right (arikamma). pour libations, eat the leaves, 
and make offerings, which. are taken by the Kanphate Jogis .

. Fasts are not much 'observedby the ordinary villager, exceptthe 
great annual fasts; and not even those by the young man who 
works in the fields,and who cannot afford to fast. Gur, flour 
made from singhara or water calthrop, from the sanwak grain,
wild swamp rice, the seeds of cockscomb(chaulai) and milk, in 
fact almost anything that is not included under the term naj 
or grain, may be eaten on fast; so that the abstinence is not 
very severe. 
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The chief agricultural tribes of the district are Jats, Raj - CHAP. I. O. 
puts, Gujars, Rors, Kambohs, Syeds and Pathans, the two first Popula&ioB. 
being by far the most important. Jats are found in all parts T'b idit . 
of the district and are particularly numerous in the Kaithal b~~i~n. 8 rr-
tahsil. They are good cultivators, hard-working and thrifty and
receive great assistance from their women. The Jats of Panipat 
and Kaithal tahsils are physically. strong, and generally pros-
perous. 'Phose of the Indri pargana and Thanesar tahsil, owing
chiefly to climatic influences, are somewhat degenerate. 

~Rajputs predominate in the Nardak of Karnal and Kaithal, and 
in the Bet Markanda circle of the Thanesar tahsil. The extension 
of canal irrigation in Karnal and Kaithal has converted them from

~ a semi-pastoral to an agricultural life, and throughout the district
; they may be said to have made a marked advance in industry,

thrift and prosperity. Gujars are numerous in the· Khadar 
circle of Panipat and the Nardak and Bangar circles of the 
Kaithal tahsil. With few exceptions, their social pcsition is 
somewhat ,inferior and depressed. They still pay but little 
attention to cultivation, and are addicted to cattle-lifting .. 
The Rors are chiefly to be found in the Indri Nardak and the 
adjoining tract of Kaithal. Like the J ats, they obtain great 
assistance from their womenfolk in field work. They are en-
ergetic and hardworking, but rank below the Jats in the social 
scale. Of the minor tribes, Kambohs are the most important,
and their remarkable industry does not seem to be affected by 
the enfeebling climate of the Khadar tracts, where their villages 

...are situated. The Syeds, who have important settlements in 
various parts of the district, notably at Barsat and Pundri, are 
for the most part rent-receivers and are not usually successful 
cultivators. The Pathan Nawab of Kunjpura and the Mandal . 
family of Kamal are the principal landowners of the Karnal 
tahsil, and have also acquired interests in other parts of the 
-district. Arains and Malis are not numerous, but the cultiva-
tion ~of the Panipat Arains, and of the Malis in the 'I'hanesae 
tahsil, is unequalled. Of the non-agricultural tribes, Brahmans 
and Banias are the chief landowners. The former are generally
genuine agriculturists, but seldomlosetheir character as parohats,
or family priests, to the village community. Bania landowners 
are of all grades, from the important families of Panipat, Karnal
and Ladwa to the ordinary village shop-keeperwho has fore-
closed his mortgage on a few acres. 

The Tagas are probably the oldest of the existing inhabi- ::b~er~n. 
tants of the tract: they originally held a great part of the n1 • 

Khadar, and now hold most of parganah Ganaur; and as, 
M 
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CHAP. I. c. wherever the river has not passed over the land within recent 
populatlon. times, Tagas are still in possession, it is not improbable tbat 

-. h they were driven from much of their old territory by changes 
~~:::. rn a· in the Jumna .. The Rajput bards and the traditions of the 

people tell us that in old days Chandel Rajputs held Kaithal
and Samana, and had local head-quarters at Kohand, whence 
they ruled the neighbouring portion of the tract. The Brah 
RaJPuts beld the country round Asandh, Safidon, and Salwan; 
while the Pandirs held Tbanesar and the Nardak, with capitals. 
at Pundri near Fattehpur, Ramba, Habri and Pundrak close 
to Kamal. The Mandhar Rajputs came from Ajudhia, and, 
settling in Jind, expelled the Ohandel and Brah Rajputs and..• 
took possession of their country, the former going towards the-
Siwaliks, and the latter beyond the Ghaggar: The Mandhars 
fixed their capital at Kalayat in Patiala, whence they settled the
local centres of Asandh, Safidonand Gharaunda, 

The Mandhars were unable to make any impressionupon the
Pandirs, who were presently expelled by the Chauhan Rajputs
from Bambhal in Moradabad under the leadership of Rana Har 
Rai, and fled beyond the J umna. The Ohauhans made J undla 
their head-quarters, and held a great part of the Nardak, and 
also large possessions in the Doab. The Tunwar Rajputs
originally held Panipat and the country round, but would seem 
to have been dispossessed by Afghans in the early days of the 
Muhammadan conquest. They now hold the country beyond
Thanesar, and still own a section of the city of Panipat. The 
old boundary of the Tunwars, Cbauhans and Manahars in 
Kaithal used to meet in Pai (now a wealthy village). Pai be-
longed to the Mandhars. Habri to the east was and is a Chauhan 
.village, and Mundri, which is now a Ror village,was Tunwar. 
The Tunwars also held Khurana, Phural and Rasulpur, in which 
last they had a large fort. Pharal is the only village tbey now: 
hold. Probably they once held the whole Naili tract and were 
turned out by Mandhars. The Ohauhans either alone or in con-
junction with their former dependents hold six or seven villages
round about Habri. I 

The Rajput chiefs (Banas and Rais) would seem, subject to II 

the payment of tribute to Delhi, to have enjoyed almost inde- I 
pendent authority up to the time of the consolidation of 10.. 
the Mughal Empire under Akbar, or even later; and squeezing
the Banas was a favourite occupation of the old Afghan Em-
perors. Their degradation to the position of mere village chiefs 
is attributed to Aurangzeb, who forcibly converted many of them
to the Muhammadan faith. . 

.u. 
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In the Ain Akbari the principal castes of Parganah Karnal are 
stated to be Banghars and Ohauhans ; the word R'lngar, now 
used for any Musalmsn Rajput, being probably applied to the 
Mandhars, who had adopted Islam. Those of Parganah Panipat 
are given as Afghans, Gujaes and Banguars. The surrounding 
castes were Tagas in Ganaur; Afghan and Jats in Sunpat ; 
Jats in Gohana; Rajputs, Banghars and Jats, in Safidon; 
Bsnghaes, in Pundri; Banghars and Jats in Habri; and 
Banghars and 'raga.s in Indri. The Pandirs held Bhatinda, and 
the Brahs the country about Ssmana, Mr. Ibbetson writes in 
his Settlement Report on Tahsil Pa:lipat and Parga.uab.Karnal r-« 

" Local tra.dition has enable.l me to make a rough approximation to the 
tribal distribution at the time of the Ain Akbari (1590 A. D.), and I give it 
in Map No. V. I think SO:113 reliance mloY be placed upon the IO·Mra& 
features of the map. In so.ne cases the descendanta of the former inhabitants 
still periodically visit the shrines existing on the old ancestral site; and in 
p srticulat, tombs in the unmistskeable architecture of the Afghans tell every
here and there of people who hive no v disappeared. It will be observed' 
thlot Afghlons then held a largo:! part of tho lower Khadar. They hsd also 
formerly held a goo I deal of the Hangar, which was occupied at the time we 
speak of by Gujsrs, At present there is only one Afghan village, besides 
part of the city of Panipat, in the whole traot , and I think the total dis-
appearance of this caste must be accounted for by changes in the river. It 
is to be noticed that they have been replaced very largely by Gujars; and 
I do not think Gujars were ever in a position, as Jats most undoubtedly were, 
to acquire territory by conquest in this part of the country, especially from 
Afghans. I cannot help thinking it probable that the Afghans left their 
Bangar villages for the more productive Khadar soil as it was left available 
by changes in the river; and that they were again, after the time of Akbar, 
driven out by the branch of the Jumna already mentioned as sweeping over 
the parts held by them. The parts near Rakasahra. and Baraua have, as I 
have already pointed out, escaped river action altogether in recent times, and 
are still largely occupied by the original Taga inhabitants. But in the 
intermediate parts of the Khadar the people have only been settled for some 
eight generations, which, at the usual Indian estimate of 25 years for 
a generation, would bring their first 'arrival well this side of the date of 
the Ain Akbari." 

The Gujars were, as usual, intimately connected with the 
Rajputs, and were for the most part settled by them in portions
of their territory. The Gujars who originally held the country 
about Naraina were Chokar Gujars; those aoout Sutana and 
Nain were Ohamains ; while those of Kohand and Bapauli were 
Bawals. The two first clans have been largely replaced by Jats 
and Rors; while the last bas spread over the parts of the Khadar
formerly occupied by Afghans. " 

CHAP. L O. 

i,Pop1l1atlon~ 

Former inha. 
bitant •. 
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CH~,.I. c. The primary sub-division of the tribes is into thapas or 
population. thambas. A tribal community having obtained possession of a 

tract, in course of time it would be inconvenient for them all to ~i=~~~-live together, and a part of the community would found a new 
tl'ibee. . village, always on the edge of a drainage line from which their tanks

would-be filled. This process would be repeated, till the tract 
became dotted over with villages all springing originally from 
one parent village. The people describe the facts by saying 
that, of several brothers, one settled in the village and one in 
another; but this no doubt means that the parts of the com-
munity that migrated consisted of integral families or groups of
families descended in one common branch from the ancestor. 
In this way were divided the many villages known by the same
name, with the addition of the words kalan and khurd, big and 
little. This by no means implies that kalan is la'rgerthan khurd, 
but only that the elder branch settled in kalan. The group of 
villages so bound together by common descent form a ihapa, and 
are connected by sub-feudal ties which are still recognised, the 
village occupied by the descendants of the common ancestor in 

. the eldest line being, however small or reduced in circumstances,
still acknowledgedas the head. To this day, when a headman 
dies the other villages of the thapa assemble to instal his heirs, 
and the turban of the parent village is first tied on his head.
When Brahmans and the brotherhood are fed on the occasion of 
deaths, &c. (meljor), it is from the thapa villages that they are 
collected; and the .Brahmans of the head village are fed first,
and receive double fees. So among the menial castes, who still
retain an internal organization of far greater vitality than the 
higher castes now possess,the representative of the head village
is always the foreman of the caste jury which is assembled from
the thapa villages to hear and decide disputes. In old days the 
subordinate village used to pay some small chaudrayat to the head 
village on the day o~the great Diwali. The head village is still 
called "great village," the "turban village," "the village of 
origin," or " the thika village," thika being the sign of authority
formally impressed in old days on the forehead of the heir of a de-, 
ceased leader in the presence of the assembled thapa. Mr. Ibbetson 
says ;-" In one case a village told me that it had changed its 
thapa, because there were so many Brahmans in its original
thapa that it found it expensive to feed them. I sppke to the 
original thika village about it, and they said that no village cou~d 
change its thapa. ' Put kuput bosokt«; magr ma kuma nah~n 
hosakti '. '.A son may forget his sonship; but not a mother her 

, motherhood. ' " 
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But the thapa is not wholly confined to the original tribe CHAP. I. C. 
which founded it. A man without sons will often settle his son- Population
in-law in the village as his heir; and as the clans are exogamous,. .-.-' 
the son-in-law must necessarily be of a different family. So, too, ~:r~n;~
a man will settle a friend by giving him a share of his land. the .tribal or-
The strangers so admitted have in many cases separated their gamzation. 
land off into separate villages; but just as often they still live 
in the old village, and in some cases have just overshadowed the 
original family. It is curious to note how the fiction of common 

• descent is, even in these cases, preserved, as has been so well 
insisted upon by Maine. The man who thus takes a share of 
another's land is called bhunbhai, or "earth-brother;" and if a 

:".:landowner of a clan other than that of the original owners is 
asked how he acquired property in the village, his invariable 
answer is " bhai karke basaya, " "they settled me as a "bro-
ther. " 

But it is not only by fictitious relationship that strangers
have obtained admission into thapas. In some cases the pressure 
of the troublous times which were so frequent in former days 
h:J.~induced two weak groups of adjoining villages to unite for 
common defence. And still more frequently, people settled 
originally as cultivators have, by the lapse of time or by the 
dying out of the original owners, acquired proprietary rights.
Village boundaries were before our times by no means so well 
defined as they are now, as is .shown by -the boundaries often 
zig-zagging in' and out of adjoining fields held by different
Villages,and by contiguous villages sometimes having their lands .
intermixed. Boundaries, where they lay in uncultivated land 

( held by villages of the same tribe, were probably almost un-
known; for even now the cattle Q'razein such cases almost 
independent of them. c.-

rt was, and is still, a common custom to settle cultivators in 
a small outlying hamlet (garhi or majra or khtri) in the village
area to-cultivate the surrounding land; and the old maps and
paP,8!Sshow that it was very much a matter of chance whether,
when we made a survey. and record of rights in land these were 
marked out off as separate villages or not. It will be shown in 
the succeeding section of this chapter that we confused cultivat-
ing possessionand consequent liability for revenue with pro-
prietary right; and when these small hamlets were held by
cultivators of a different caste from those of the parent village,
they were generally marked off and declared to be their property.
This is particularly the case with Rors, many small villages of 
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CHAP.' I. c. which caste are dotted about among the Rajputs of the Nardak. 
Population. These were originally small communities settled by the Rajputs

as cultivators in their land to assist them,te beartbhe burden of 
!~::n~~~3ni~~Othe Government dem~nd; and even in Panipat .,where .the Rora 
the .ttib~l or- are far stronger than In Karnal, they have, almost. in every in-
ganization. stance, been similarly settled by former Gujar inhabitants, of 

whom a few families still remain in many villages as the sole 
representatives of the old owners. Brahmans too have acquired
land in many villages by gifts made in the name of religion. 

Imperial The thapas above described are those based upon tribal 
thapIJIr. organization, and are still recognized fully by the Rajputs, espe-

cially in Kaithal, and more or less by the people generally. Butv-
the Imperial revenue system, in adopting the tribal thapa as one 
of its units, somewhatmodified its constitution. The revenue was 
primarily assessedand collectedby the local amilJ an, Imperial 
authority. But he worked principally through the chaudhris or 
local hods of the people, who represented large sub-divisionsof 
the country, based, as far possible, upon tribal distribution. 
Thus "hautlll,risexisted in old days at Jundla,Panipat,Bala and 
other places, and received an allowance called nankar in consider-
ation of the duties they performed. They again worked almost 
entirely by thapas, the assessment being fixed for a whole thapa,
and being distributed over the constituent villages by the head-
men of the villages, presided over by those of the thika or chief 
village. Theserevenue thapas coincided generally with the tribal 
thapas; but they occasionally varied from them from considera-
tions of convenience. Old ParganahPanipat' contained 16l 
thapas, half Jaurasi having been separated by Farrukhsir. 

Division 0 £ The above remarks apply to the territorial . organization of 
tribes into 
clans; exo- the tribes, But the internal organization of the tribe is still more 
gamy and important as bearing upon its social relations. The tribe as a . 
endogamy. whole is strictly endogamous; that is to say, no' Jat can, in the 

first instance, marry a Gujar or Ror, ,or anyone hut a Jat and so 
on. But every tribe is divided into clans or got;; and these clans 
are strictly exogamous. The clan is supposed to include all 
descendants of some common ancestor, wherever they live. Mr. 
Ibbetson writes :-" I have had some doubts whether many of 
the clans do not take their present names from the' places from 
which they have spread. But I think the reasons against this 
theory are, on the whole, eonclusive; and that the similarity of 
name, which not very unfrequently occurs, is owing to the 
village being called after the clan, and not the clan after' the 
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village. Of course local nick-names (al, beong) are often given, CHAP. I.c. 
and these may in some.cases.have ~ventually ooscuredtheorigi-poPuJation.
nal clan name. " ,Traces of phratries, as Mr. 'Morgan callsth~m? .-.-. 
are not uncommon .. Thus the lVIandhar,Kancihar, :BarguJar, ~~~l~~f 
San'karwal and Panihar clans of Rajputs sprang originally'from clans ,ao- . 
a common a,ncesto;Lao and cannot intermaa:ry. So' the- Deswal, rr:4:!~. 
Man, Dalal and Siwal elans of Jats, and agam .th~M;1aI, ' Sual . 
and Rekwal clans of Rajputs, are of common descent, - and can-
not intermarry. 

The fact that many of the clans bear the same name in 
different tribes is explained by the people on the ground that a 
Baohhas Rajput; for instance, married a Gujar woman, and her 
offspring were called Gujars, but their descendants formed the 
Bachhas clans of -Gujars, A Rajput marrying out. of his tribe 
becomes a ghulam.. This sort of tradition is found over and over 
again all over the country ; and in view of the almost conclu-
sive proof we possess tha.t descent through females-was once the 
rule in India as, it has been probably all over the world it 'seems 
rash to attribute .all such traditions merely t a desire 'to claim 
descent from a Rajput ancestor. It wouldap:pear that thcIle 
are actually Rajput c~"existing, sprung from Bbat, Brahman 
and Carpenterfathers:andRajput women. At present the off-
spring of a mixed connection (marriage proper is impossible) 
take the caste of the father; but those of the pure blood will 
not intermarry or associate' with them. Some traces of 'totemism 
arestill to be round ; and as gentile organizations have almost 
alwaysbeen closely connected with totems, it is probable that 
further inquiry, and especially an etymological examination 
of the, names of the clans, would greatly extend their numbers. 
This also would account in many instances for clans in different 
tribes bearing the same name. Thus, the Jaglan Jats worship
their ancestor at .a shrine called Dek, which is always surround-
eaby kaim trees; and .if a woman married in a Jaglan family 
passes a kaim tree, she will cover her face before it -as before 
an elder relation of her husband. Again, the ·MorJatswill not 
burn the wood of the cottonplant. 

Every chin is exogam.ous; that is, that while everyman Excgamy 

must marry in~o .his own tribe, no man can ~a~Y!nto ,his·own .:::~:.gthe 

clan. But this IS by no means the only Iimitation unposed . 
upon inter-marriage .. In the first place, no man usually marries 
into a. family, of whatever clan it may be, thatjg settled in 
his own village or in any village immediately adjoining his 
own; The prohibiti<;!nis based upon "simjor ki .1Jir(&da'ri," or 

• 
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tbe relationsbip founded upon a common boundary; and is 
clearly a survival from marriage by capture. The old rule is 
becoming less rigid, especially amongst Musalmans, but two 
social reasons combine to strengthen its vitality. (1) Tbere is 
the importance of marrying your daugbter wbere you can 
get grazing for your cattle in seasons of dearth. For instance 
Jats of Kaithal Bangar and Jats of Pehowa Naili intermarry 
with advantage to both sides. (2) There is the important object 
of getting rid of your father-in-law. If you live near him your 
wife always wants to visit her parents, and her filial prompt-
ings lead to expense and inconvenience. This limitation on 
inter-marriage with neighbours is further extended by the 
Rajputs, so that no man of them can marry into any' family 
living in the thapa, into any family of which his father, grand-
father, or great-grandfather married. Thus, if a Mandhar Raj-
put married a Chauhan Rajput of thapa Jundla, his HUn, 

grandson, and great-grandson would not be able to marry any 
Chauhan of any village in the Jundla thapa. But beyond this, 
and the prohibition against marrying within .the clan, the 
Rajputs have no further limitations on inter-marriage. Among
the other castes the thapa is not excluded; but no man can 
marry into any family of the clan to which his mother or his 
father's mother belongs, wherever these clans may be found.
The Gujars, however, who are generally lax in their rules, often
only exclude such persons of these clans as live in the indi-
vidual village from which the relation in question came. In 
some parts of Ambala the people are beginning to add the 
mother's mother's clan, or even to substitute it for the father's 
mother's clan; and this may perhaps be a last stage of the ~ 
change from relationship through women to relationship through 
men. 

Broadly speaking no superior tribe will eat or drink from the
hands or vessels of an inferior one, or smokeits pipes. But the re-
puted purifying influences of fire, especially as exercisedupon ghi
and sugar, and the superior cleanlinessofmetal overearthen vessels,
are the foundation of a broad distinction. All food is divided 
into pakki roti, or fried dry with ghi, and kachchi Toti or not 
so treated. Thus, among the Hindus a Gujrati Brahman will 
eat pakki but not kachchi roti from a Gaur, or Gaur from a 
Taga, any Brahman or Taga from Rajput, any Brahman, Taga. 
or Rajput from a Jat, Gujar or Ror. Excepting Brahmans 
and Tagas each caste will drink water from a metal vessel, 
if previously scoured with earth (mitnjna), and will smoke from 
a pipe witli.a brass bowl, taking out the stem and using tlie-.'. 

l 
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hand with the fingers closed instead, from the same people CHAP. I. c. 
with whom they will eat pakki bread; but they w:ill not drink Population.
or smoke from earthen vessels. or use the same pipe-stem, ex- --
cept with those whose kachchi bread they can eat. Jats, ~oo:;:~a~~~:' 
Gujars, Rors, Rahbaris (a camel-grazing caste) and Ahirs (a tribes. "1 
shepherd caste) eat and drink in common without any scruples. 
These, again, will eat a goldsmith's pakki bread, but not in 
his house; and they used to smoke with carpenters, but are 
ceasing to do so. Musalmans have lately become much less 

• strict about these rules as governing their intercourse among
themselves,and many of them now eat from any respectable 
Musalman's hand, especially in the cities. And, subject strictly 

__ to the above rules, any 1\1usalman will eat and drink without 
scruple from a Hindu; but no Hindu will .touch either pakki 
or kachchi roti from any Musalman, and will often throw it 
away if only a j\f usalman's shadow falls upon it, partly per-
haps because Musalmans eat from earthen vessels, which no 
Hindu can do unless the vessel has never been used before. 
This affords an easy mode of telling whether a deserted site 
has been held by Musalmaus or Hindus. If the latter there 
will be numbers -of little earthen saucers (rikaU,s) found on the-
spot. Brahmans and Rajputs will not eat from anyone be,: 
low a Jat, Gujar, or Ror; while these three tribes themselves 
do not, as a rule, eat or drink with any of the menial castes; 
and the following castes are absolutely impure owing to their . 
occupation and habits, and their mere touch defiles food:-

A Leather-maker, washerman, barber, blacksmith, dyer (ohhimpi),. 
sweeper, dum, and dhanak. The potter is also looked upon as 
of doubtful purity. The pipes of a village, being often left 

f- about in the common roomsand fields,are generally distinguish-
ed by a piece of something tied round the stem-blue rag for 
a Musa]man, red for a Hindu, leather for a chamar, string for 
a sweeper, and so on, sothat a friend wishing for a smoke may 

• not defile himself by mistake. Gur and most sweetmeats can 
be eaten from almost any body's hand even from that of a 
leather-worker or sweeper, but in this case they must be whole, 
not broken. 

There is a very extraordinary division of almost the whole The Dellia. 
countryside south of the Rajput territory into the two factions f:!i~::,lanla
(khap) of Dehia and Haulania, respecting the origin of which . 
no very satisfactory information is forthcoming. The Dehias 
are called after a Jat clan of that name, with its head-
quarters about Bhatganw in Sunpat, having originally come 
from Bawana near Delhi. The Haulania faction is headed by 

N 
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CHAP.I.C. the Ghatwalor Malak Jats whose head-quarters are Dher-ka-
po;daUon. Ahulana inGohana, and who were, owing to their successful 

-.-.. opposition to the Rajputs, the accepted heads of the J ats ~~:'taandin these parts. Some one of the Emperors called them in to 
lactions.· assist him in coercing the Mandhar Rajputs, and thus the 

old enmity was strengthened. The Dehia Jats, growingpower-
ful, became jealous of the supremacy of the Ghatwals, and joined
the Mandhars against them. Thus the countryside' was divided 
into two factions; the Gujars and Tagasof south Karnal, the 
Jaglan Jats of thapa Naultha, and the Latmar Jats of Rohtak 
joining the Dehias"; the Huda Jats of Rohtak, and most of the 
Jats of the southern half of the district except the Jaglans, join-
ing the Haulanias. In the mutiny, disturbances took place in
the Rohtak district between these two factions,and the Mandhars 
of the Nardak ravaged the Haulanias in the south of the tract. 
And in framing his zasle the Settlement Officerhad to alter his 
proposeddivision soas to separate a Dehia village, which he had
included with Haulanias, and which objected in consequence.
The Dehia is also called the Jat, and occasionally the Mandhar 
faction. The Jats and R~jputs seem, independently of these
divisions,to consider each other, tribally speaking, as natural 
enemies; and one is often assured by J,ats that they would not 
dare to go into a Rajput village at night. 

The Rajpu!.. In briefly describingthe principal tribes of the district, we 
will begin, as in duty bound, with the Rajputs. It is hardly 
necessary to say much about their well-known tribal character-
istics. They are fine, brave men, and retain the feudal instinct 
more strongly developedthan any other non-menial caste, the
headsof the people wielding extraordinary authority. They are
very tenacious of the integrity of their communal property in the
village land, and seldom admit strangers to share in it. The 
Nardak contributes many soldiersto our army. They are lazy 
and proud, and look upon manual labour as derogatory, much
perferring the care of cattle, whether their own or other people's.
In the canal and Khaclarparts they have abandoned pastoral for
agricultural pursuits; but even here they will seldom,if ever, 
do the actual work of ploughing with .their own hands; while 
the fact that their women are kept strictly secluded deprives
them of an invaluable aid to agriculture. In the Nardak a great
part of the actual work of cultivation is done by other castes. 

-It is said that the Balian and Sakilan Jats of tbn Dosb joined the Dehias, and that tb~ 
T~as of *he Doab joil!ed ~4e Haulanias, 
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They are, of course, cattle-stealers by ancestral professionj but OHAP.I. c. 
they exercise their calling in a gentlemanly way, and .there is Population.
certainly honour among Rajput thieves. Musalman Rajputs are .-;-
called Ranghars by other castes and Ghotikats by their Hindu The RaJputs. 
brethren, from choti, the Hindu scalp-lock, which the Musalman 
does not preserve. But both terms are considered abusive, 
especially the latter. 'I'he principal clans are the Ohauhans and 
the Mandhars. 

.. The Mandhars were settled in very early days in the country
about Samana ; for Firoz Shah chastised them, carried off their 
Banas to Delhi, and made many of them Musalmans. The 
Safidon branch obtained the villages now held by them in the 
Nardak in comparatively late times by inter-marriage with the 
Chauhans. And though they expelled the Chandel Rajputs from
Kohand and Gharaunda when they first came into these parts, yet
the Ohandels re-conquered them; and the final occupation by
Mandhars coming direct from Kalayat in Patiala is probably of 
comparatively recent date. They, with the other four clans 
already mentioned as connected with them by blood, are descend-
ed from Lao, a son of Ramehandar and grandson of Raja Dasa-
rat, and said to be the founder of Lahore. Their phratry is called 
Lachman, after a childless son of Raja Dasarat; Ramohandar 
having another son Kuskumar who ruled Kashmir and founded 
the Kachwaha and Narban gentes. They are of Suraj Bansi clan. 
Their place of origin is Ajodhia; and Kalayat in Patiala, their 
head-quarters in these parts. 

The Chauhans are all sprung from the original people who" 
settled at Jundla. They all claim descent from Rana Har Rai; 
but as it is improbable that he conquered the country single-hand-
ed, and as his followers probably included Rajputs whose descend-
ants are still in possession, this cannot be true. At the same 
time it is probable that the"eldest line, in which authority de-
scended from Rana Har Rai, has been preserved in its integrity.
According to this, 19 generations, equivalent to 475 years, have 
intervened since the Chauhan conquest, which would fix it at
about the time of BahIol Lodhi, when the Chauhans of Morad-
abad took a new departure. They are of the Agnikula clan. Their
origin is from Sambhar in Ajmir ; but Rana Har Rai came from 
Sambhal in Moradabad, where the family bards still live. Many
of them are now Musalmans, and the change of religion dates 
from some generations back. They are the highest of the Rajput
clans about here, and some of the Muhammadan members will 
even"marry with their own clans in the neighbourhood. The 
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, CHAP. t. C. J(huhi Ohauhans on the Ganges will do this even when Hindus;
. population. but they practise second marriage and other abominations. They

intermarry freely, however, with all the Rajputs in these parts,
The Rajput •. subject to the limitations already stated. 

The Tunwars have almost wholly disappeared from the 
district, being now chiefly represented by the Rajputs of the ..town of Panipat. They are of the Lunar race. Pharal in 
Kaithal is a large. 'I'unwar village, and the neighbourhood is , 

.called 'I'unwaron. If a man is asked whether Pharal is in the 
Nardak or Bangar, he says it is in neither but Tunwaron men. 
The Nardak in Kaithal is to a considerable extent used to desig-
nate the country occupied by Madhras and Ohauhans; that is, the
tribal limit to a certain extent fixes the limit of territory known
as Nardak. 

The Jats. . The Jats are pre-eminently the agricultural caste of the tract, 
.and, with the exception of the Rors, and of the Rains, Malis, and
Kambohs, who are practically market gardeners, are best culti-

: vators we have. A Jat, when asked his caste, will as often answer 
" zaminda1'" as ,;Jat." They are a fine stalwart race. Mr. 
Ibbetson. measured one at Didwari 6 feet 7 inches high and 42i 
inches round the chest. He complained that a pair of shoescost 

. him Re. 1-8. They are notorious for their independence, acknow-
ledging to a less degree than any other caste the authority of 
their headmen. They hold several tribal groups of villages; but
they also own parts of villages almost all over the tract save in' 

: the Gujar and Rajput portions. 'Ihey seem to have held parts
of the country about Samana in very early days, and, as already
noted, that part certainly formed a part of an early Indo-Scythian
kingdom. The Jats of the district seem to have come partly from
the Bagar, where they were in force 700 years ago. In no case 
.haveJatssettledfromacrosstheJumna~ The Jats are not men-
tioned as a prominent caste of the tract in Akbar's time, and probab-
ly gaineda footing during the breaking up of the Mughal dynasty,
when they becamean important element in the politics of the time.
Elliott and Cunningham divide the Delhi Jats into Dese and 
Pacbade; but no trace of this division at present exists save that 

.there is a powerful clan called Deswalin Rohtak, and that,the Jats
.hold a des of 84 villages in the Doab. The J ats of the tract are 
almost without exception Hindus. Those who have become 
Musalmans are called Mule Jaie, and are only found in two or 
three villages; and there even are only individual families, 

r-
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generally said to be descendedfrom hostages taken in infancy by
the Musalman rulers and circumcised by them. The principal 
clans are as follows:-

Jaglan, sprung from Jagla, a Jat of Jaipur, to whom there 
is a shrine in Israna at which the whole thapa worships. They
hold the 12 villages (parah) of thapa Naultha, and come from 
Ludas, in Sirsa or Hissar. 

Ghanghas, sprung froman ancestor called Badkal, whom 
~ey still worship, and who has a shrine in Puthar. They hold 
the thapa of Mandi, and come from Dhanana near Bhiwani, in 
the Bagar. 

-- Gatwalor Malak, dating their
/ 

origin from Garh Ghazni, 
and holding Bawana, whither they came from Ahulana in 
Gohana. They hold Ugra Kheri and the villages settled from it,
and are scantily represented in this district. In the old days of 
Rajput ascendancy ,the Rajputs would not allow Jats to cover 
their heads with a turban,nor to wear any red clothes, nor to 
put a crown (mor) on the heads of their bride-grooms,or a jewel 
(nath) in their women's.noses, 'I'hey also used to levy seignorial 
rights. from virgin brides. Even to this day Rajputs will,not
allow inferior castes to wear red clothes or ample loin clothes in
their villages. The Ghatwals obtained some successes over the 
Rajputs, especially over,the l\1andhars of the Doab, near Deoban
and Manglaur, and overthose of the Bagar near Kalanaur and 
Dadri, and removed the obnoxious prohibitions. They then 

+acquired the title of ma.lak (master) and a red turban as their 
distinguishing mark; and to this day aJat with a red pagri is 
most probably a GhatwaL' ' 
t 

Desuiol, who hold Korar, Madlauda, Atavla, Mahaoti, and 
other villages, and came from Rohtak, where they have their 
head-quarters in the village of Mandauthi,
• 

Katkh.ar or Gahlous, perhaps the most powerful Jat clans in 
the tract, holding the 12 ..villages (bara) of Jaurasi .. ' They came 
from Mot Pali in Hissar, 

Sandhu worship Kala Mehar or Kala Pir, their ancestor, 
whose chi~fsbrine is at Thana Satra in Sialkot, the head-quarters
of the Sandhus, They hold Gagsina, Khotpura, and other vil-
lages; and have come here via Phul Maharaj in Patiala .. 

Halawat, who hold Babil and other villages, and came from 
Dighal in Rohtak. They worship a common ancestor called S'adu 
Deb. 

CHAP. I. C. 
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The chief remaining clans are shown below:-

[PART A.•.

No. Clan. Place of origin.Head-quarters.

-11 Jan

2 Rathi

3 Sabrawat

4 Kharab

I) Narwal

6 Nanda!

'1 Debia

8- Kanda

9 Kn'i Ramni

Kurian and Dimana Delhi.

Manana aud Bal Jatan Bahadargarh in Rohtak.

Karhas, Palrl Delhi or, its neighbourhood, flU
Robtak.

Nara Delhi, vU Khani Kheri in HanBi.

Waisar and Kheri Naru Kathura in Rohtak.

Dahar, &C. Behar in Rohtak.

ldiana Robna in Rohtak.

S'hahpur Kayath (Roht&k) ... Tat&ali in Rohtak.

Padla, Bazida and Balana .. , Garh Ghazni, mil Sirsa.: Patan
(Pak Patan P); Garhwal; Rawar,
in Rohtak; and Koot, near Bhi-
wani.

10Phor or Dhaliwal Dhansauli

"0".

11 "~an Bala and Gbogripur

12 Bainiwal Qavi, Bhabpura

Garh Ghazni, !!iil Dhola ellapa
near Labore.

BBtinda in Malwa, fliil Ganurkhera
beyond Hissar.

Bhadra Churi, near Bikanir, flU
Rattak in Kaithal.

Bhiwani.13 Ruhal Beholi, &0.

a Nain I BhalBi,Bal Jatan

15 Lather Phusgarh

16 Kadian Siwa

1'1 Dahan

18 Dhaunchak

Bigbar in Bikanir. Marry in
Kasendhu (Rohtak) and Jind.

Karsaula in Jind.

Chimni, near Beri in Rohtak, fliil
Bajana in Sunpat.

Salwan in KRithal.'''I
••• f

I
I

Sbahrmalpur

Binjhaul Belon ka Bibana in Kaitbal.
Marry in Lat in Chauganw -of
Rohak.

Less locally important, but still holding considerable areas,
are the Huda, Mityan, Mandhar, and Gotia clans from Rohtak;
the Goit, Nohra, Kahral, Sumra (or Gurelia), and Dhandu clans
from Jind; the Panu, Kajal, Bhakar, Gauria, Matian, Chahil ,
Kohar, Lochab, and Punia clans from the Bagar of Hissar and
Bikanir ; the Phandan and Bangar clans from Kaithal j the Laur
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from Birsa; the Kor from Delhi; the Dhul from Ludas in CHAP. I. c. 
Bikanir, vill Bopla in Rohtak; and the Naru and ~haja from pop~lAtion.
Bhera in district Shahpur. 

The Jats. 

The Gujars are a notorious thieving tribe; and, as a rule, The Gujars .. 
their cultivation is of the most slovenly description, though 
in many of the. Khadar and canal villages they have really 
applied themselves in earnest to agriculture. They have a habit 
of breaking up far more land than their numbers and appliances 
can properly cultivate; and though tlieir women will go to the 

• well, bring food to the workers in the field, pick cotton, and do 
other light work, yet they will not weed or do any really hard 

__ labour in the fields like the Jat women. The difference between 
a Gujar and a Rajput thief was well put by a villager as 
follows:-" A Rajput will steal your buffalo; but he won't send
his father to say he knows where it is and will get it back for 
Ea. 20, and then keep both the Rs. 20, and the buffalo. The 
Gujar will." The local opinion of the Gujar is embodied in the 
proverb-

K utta, iau do, I Yih char na ho, 
Ranghar, Gujar do; To Mule kiware 80, 

"The dog and the cat, two; the Ranghar and Gujar, 
two. Were it not for these four you might sleep with your
door open." Again," Jitte dekhen Gujar, itte deyie mar"; 
or '~wherever you see a Gujar, hit him." This character 
has been enjoyed by them from of old. The Gujars are, 
like the Rajputs, singularly unwilling to admit strangers 
to property in their villages. They are closely allied with 
the Rajputs; and their possession of parts of the Bangar
was probably contemporaneous with that of the Mandhars, 
parts of whose conquests, such as Kohand, were given them.
But in the Khadar they have succeededAfghans in comparatively
recent times save in a very few old villages. The principal clans 
are:-

Rawal.-This clan claimsdescentfrom a Rajput called Dhund-
pal from beyond Lahore, whomarried a daughter of a Gujar called
Ghokar. It is part of the Ghokarbansi clan, and takes its specific
name from Rua Sarsa near Lahore. In 011evillage they say that 
the ancestor was a Khokhar Rajput, and this is probably the 
better form of the tradition. They settled in Rana Khera 
(now Rajapur) .•.but moved thence to Kabri and Kohand, where
they held ~ bora of 12 villages; and they also held Bapauli, 
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whence they eventually settled the 27 villages (sataisi 1 of the 
Khojgipur thap« in the Khadar. They still -hold the Khadar 
villages; but have lost most of those near Kohand. 

Chokar.-This clan comes from j ewar thapa, beyond Mathra, 
vid Bali Qutbpur, in Sunpat. They used to hold a chaubisi (24 
villages) with Namaunda their head-quarters, and are probably
very old inhabitants. They have been to a great degree displaced 
by Jats. 

Chamain.-This clan claims descent from a Tunwar Bajput
by a Gujar mother; and the real gentile name is said to be 
Tunwar, Chamain being only a local appellation. They came
from Delhi and settled in Nain and Sutana and the neighbouring
villages; and are certainly very old inhabitants, very possibly
having emigrated when expelled from neighbourhood of Delhi by 
Sher Shah a few years after the Chauhan settlement. They
have been largely dispossessed by Rors. 

Kalsan.-This clan claims descent from Rana HarRai, the' 
Chauhan of Jundla by a Gujar wife. They had given them a 
part of his conquests in the Doab, where they are still in great 
force, and they hold a little land in the Chauhan Nardak. 

Other clans are Cheharwal or Daharwal, and Puswal from 
the'neighbouehocd of Delhi; Bhodwalfrom Meerut ;.Karhawat 
from Jhajjar; Bang and Katane from Kaithal; Bhonkal from 
Bagpat; Khari from Sirsa Patan, »ia Delhi; Chauri horn 
Chitran in Hansi, and Gorsi from Pehoa. They are none of them 
of any local importance. 

No satisfactory information whatever is forthcoming as to 
the origin of the Rors. Most of them date their origin from the 
neighbourhood of Badli, near Jhajjar in Rohtak; and there are 
traditions of a Tunwar Rajput as ancestor. They hold a chaurasi 
of 84 villages about Pehoa, and a bara of 12 villages beyond the 
Ganges. . They occupy many villages in the Mori Nardak, some 
in the east of parganah Kaithal, and a few in the south ,of 
Kaithal tahsil near the Jind border; but they have obtained their 
property in the district almost exclusively by being settled as 
cultivators by the original owners, generally Rajputs and Gujars, 
who have since abandoned their villages. or died out wholly 
or died in part. The Rajputs say that the Rors were 
originally Ods who used to dig the tanka at Tbanesar. TIley
themselves claim Rajput origin, and Bajputs have been heard to 
admit the origin of the Dopla got of Rors . in Amin, &c., .from 
~ua-,Har Itai bfa. Romi .wife., S.ocially-they rank below-Jats, 
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The Rors, while almost as good cultivators as the Jats, and 
assisted by their women in the same way, are much more peace- ,~p~~9D.
ful and less grasping in their habits; andare consequently Tb"'~-
readily admitted as cultivators where the Jats would be kept ~t~:n.Qrs. 
arm's length. They are fine stalwart men, of much the same 
stamp as the Jats. The number of clans represented in the 
district is very great, almost every Ror village including several; 
and there are no large groups of villages held by a predominant 
clan, as is the case with the tribes already described. They are 
~trongest in Indri .Nardak and along the Rohtak canal, where 
they hold many villages originally possessed by Gujars. The-principal clans are :-

.
Jogt'an, descended from a Chauhan Rajput called Joga by a 

Ror woman. They hold the large village of Korana, and came 
from Kalayat in Patiala, via Pundri in Kaithal. ' 

Ghanter, from Gurawar in Rohtak, and Kandol from Anwali 
in Rohtak. These two clans hold Alupur and neighbouring 
villages. 

Khechi came from Narar Jajru, in Jaipur, where tbey are 
still numerous. They hold Ahar, &c. 

Besides these there are '. the Kulania, Gurak, Maipla,
Dumian, Rojra and Kainwal from Delhi; the Kharangar, Lathar,
Jarautia, Dhankar, Khaskar and Chopre, from Rohtak; the 
Tharrak, Kokra, Talso Dodan, Turan and Lamra, from Kaithal 

-. and Jind; the Kultagria from Thanesar; and the Mual from 
Bikanir ; all of which hold considerable areas in the district. 

r The Tagas, who must be carefully distinguished from the The Tap. 
criminal Tagus of these parts, also of Brahminical origin, are a . 
Brahman caste which has abandoned (tagan karan) the priestly 
profession and adopted agriculture. They have Brahmans as 

•their family priests. They are all Gaurs; andaccor.d.ing to 
tradition their origin dates from the celebrated sacrifice of 
snakes by Janamejaya (vulg. Jalmeja Rishi, also called Raja 
Agrand), which is said to have taken place at Safidon in Jind. 
At that· time there were no Gaurs in this country, and he 
summoned many from beyond the sea (sic). Half of them 
would take no money reward for their services; upon which he
gave them 184 villages in these parts, when they decided to take
no further offering in future, and became Tagas. The others 
took the ordinary offerings, and their descendants are the Gaur 
Brahmans of these parts. Bothl retained, their division in ten 
clans, and are hence called dasnam Brahmans. 

o 
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The Hindu Tagas still weal' the sacred thread, but Brahmans
do not intermarry with them, and will not even eat ordinary bread
from their hands. Map.y of them are now Musalmans. It must 
not be supposed that a Brahman now relinquishing the priestly
craft and taking to agriculture will become a Taga; the Tagas
were made once for all, and the limits of the tribe cannot now 
be extended. V They are, as already stated, -the oldest inhabitants 
of the tract; but are now confined to the parts about Hatwala 
and Barana. The Barana and Sanauli Tagas are of clan Bachhas 
from Kalwa Jamni in Jind; those of Pundri and Harsinghpur 6f 
clans Parasir, from the neighbourhood of Pehoa; those about 
Hatwala are of the Bharadwaj, Gautam and Saroha clans, and 
come from Sirsa Patan, vid the Khadar, to the south of the tract. 
They are, as cultivators, superior to the Rajput, Gujar and 
Brahman; but fall very far short of Jat and Ror. fJ.1heirwomen _I 

are strictly secluded. --
Brahmans hold only a small area in the tract, there being 

but few villages in which they have acquired any considerable 
share. But they own small plots in very many villages, being,
for the most part, land given to family priests (parohits) by their 
clients (jijmans) as religious offerings (pun dan). They are vile 
cultivators, being lazy to a degree, and they carry thegrasping
and overbearing habits of their caste into their relation as land-
owners, so that wherever Brahmans hold land, disputes may be 
expected. The local proverb goesBrahman se bura, Bagar se kal.
" As famine from the desert, socomesevil from a Brahman." The 
great mass of the Brahmans of the tract are Gaur. Someof them 
belong to the Chaurasia sub-divisionwho assisted at Janamejaya'~
holocaust of snakes (see Tagas supra), and received a gift of a 
chaurasi of 84 -villages. They are considered inferior to the 
Gaurs. There are also a few Sarsut Brahmans, who are said to 
be far less 'grasping and quarrelsome than the Gaurs,and are-
certainly less strict in their caste habits, so that Gaurs will not 
eat ordinary bread from their hands. The most common gots are 
the Bharadwa], Bashista, Gautam, Bachhas,Parasir and Sandlas. 
The Brahmans have, in almost all cases, followed their clients 
from their original abodes to the villages in which they are now
settled. They hold little land. But there are two tribes of 
Brahmans which, though they own no land at all, are of special 
interest; they are Gujrati and the Dakaut . 

.Offerings to Brahmans are divided into bar or graha for the -
days of the week, and the two grahin for Rahu and Ket, the two 
demons who cause eclipses by attaoking the sun and moon. 
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These two are parts of a jin (Rakshas), who, when sitting at 
dinner with the gods andjins~ drank of the nectar of the gods 
instead of the wine of the jins. The sun and moon told of him, 
and Bhagwan cut him into two parts of which Rahu, including 
the stomach and therefore the nectar, is the more worthy. When 
any body wishes to offer to Brahmans from illness or other cause,
he consults a Brahman, who casts his horoscopeand directs which
offering of the seven grahas should be made. The grakins are 
more commonly offeredduring an eclipse, that to Rahu being
given ~t the beginning, and that to Ket at the end of the transit.
The Gaur Brahmans will not take any black offerings, such as a 
buffalo or goat, iron, sesame (til) or urd, black blankets or clothes, 

--... salt, &c., nor oil, second-hand clothes, green clothes, nor satnaja,
which is seven grains mixed, with a piece of iron in them; these
belonging to the grahe whose offeringsare forbidden to them. An 
exception, however, is made in favour of a black cow, 

The Gujrati or Bias Brahmans who came from Gujrat in 
Sindh, are in some respects the highest class of all Brahmans; 
they are always fed first; and they bless a Gaur when they meet
him, while they will not eat ordinary bread from his hands. They
are fed on the 12th day after death, and the Gaurs will not eat 
on the 13th day if this has not been done. But they take inaus-
picious offerings. To them appertain especially the Rahu offer-
ings made at an eclipse. They will not take oil, sesame, goats, 
or green or dirty clothes; but will take old clothes if washed, 
buffaloes, and satnaja. They also take a special offering to Bahu
made by a sick person, who puts gold in ghi, looks at his face in 
it, and givesit to a Gujrati, or who weighs himself against satnaja
and makes an offering of the grain. A buffalo which has been 
possessedby a devil to that degree that he has got on to the top 
of a house (often no difficult feat in a village), or a foal dropped 
in the month of Sawan or buffalo calf in Mag, are given to the 
Gujrati as being unlucky. No Gaur would take them. Every
harvest the Gujrati takes a small allowance (seori) of grain from 
the threshing floor, just as does the Gaur. 

The Dakauts came from Agroha in the Dakhan. Raja
J asrat, father of Ramchandar, had excited the anger of Saturday 
by worshipping all the other graha but him. Saturday accord-
ingly rained fire on Jasrat's city of Ajodhia. Jasrat wished to 
propitiate him, but the Brahmans feared to take the offering for 
dread of the consequences; so Jasrat made from the dirt of his 
body one Daka Rishi who took the offerings,and was the ancestor
of the Dakauts by a Sudra woman. The other Brahmans, how-

OBA~.I.C. 
Population. 
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CiIA~.tC. everydisowned him; so Jasrat consoledhim by promising that all
'ili'Ulatiod. Brahmans should in future consult his children. The promise 

has been fulfilled. The Dakauts are pre-eminent as astrologers
The Gnjrati
and I)i'uut . and soothsayers, and are consulted by every class on all subjects
BrabtnM18. but the dates of weddings and the names of children, on which 

the Gaurs advise. They are the scape-goatsof the Hindu religion;
and their fate is to receive all the unlucky offerings which no
other Brahman will take, such as black things and dil·ty clothes.
Especially they take the offerings of Wednesday, Saturday, and
Ket. They are so unlucky that no Brahman will accept their
offerings; and if they wish to make them, they have to give them
to their own sister's sons. No Hindu of any caste will eat any 
sort of food at their hands, and at weddings they sit with the 
lower castes; though of course they only eat food cooked by a 
Brahman. In old days they possessedthe power of prophecy up 
to 10~30A. M. ; but this has now failed them. They and' the 
Gujratis are always at enmity, because as they take many of the 
same offerings, their interests clash. 

The Saiyads. The principal Saiyads are those of Barsat, of the Zedi branch,
and descendedfrom Abul Farah of Wasat in Arabia, whoaccom-
panied Mahmud Ghaznavi, and, settling first at Ohhat Banur in
Patiala and then at Sambhal Heri. in Muzaffarnagar, was the 
ancestor of the Ohatrauli Saiyads. The Saiyads of Saiyadpur and
Jal Pahar are Huseni Saiyads,the former from Mushad in Arabia,
the latter from Khojand, near Khorasan. The Faridpur Saiyads
are Musavi from Qazwin in Persia. .~nbelong to the Bara 
Saadat, who played such an important part in the latter days of 
the Mughal Empire. There is also a large community of Saiyads
at Baras, descended from Shah Abdal from Ohist, who assisted 
Sikandar Lodi at the siege of Narwar and obtained a grant of 
part of the village. They have an old :MS.family history of some 
interest. Mr. Ibbetson writes:- ,-' 

tC The Saiyad is emphatically the worst cultivator I know. Lazy, thrift· 
less, and intensely ignorant and conceited, he will not dig till driven to it by 
the fear of starvation, and thinks that his holy descent should save his brow 
from the need of sweating. At the best he bas no cattle, he has no capital,
and he grinds down his tenants to the utmost. At the worst he is equally 

. poor, dirty,· and holy. He is the worst revenue-payer in the district; 
for light assessment means to him only greater sloth. I have known aSaiyad 
give. one-third of the yield of the grain-field to a man for watching it while it 
ripened: and if his tena.nts' rent is Re. 10, he it' always glad to accept Rs. I)

• at the beginning of the season in full payment!' 
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Gadis.-~'he chief land-owning tribe left undescribed is the CHAP. I. C. 
Gadis, almost always Musalmans, who eat from the hands of Population. 
almost the lowest castes. They are mostly of the 8arohe clan, .-
and come from the Bagar or from the Ambala district, where !1~~:~0'Illl 
they are very numerous. tribes. 

Kambohs, Bains and l1ialis.-The Kambohs, who are the 
very best cultivators possible, al.socome fron: the Ambala di~-
trict, where they have flocked III from Patiala and settled III 

•.great.numbers. .The Ra.ins. and Malis, who practise m~l'ket 
gardening, are chiefly settledin the towns, where they cultivate 
as tenants. 

t... Bairagis.-~lhe NimawatBairagis of Goli, Waisri, and 
Harsinghpur, the Rama Nandi Bairagi of SUa Mai and Bhandari,
and the Radha Balbhi Bairagis of Barana -and Matnanli own a 
gooddeal of land. Besides the monks (~adh!JIof. thell,1onasteries 
(asthal) whose property descends to their dIsCIples'.(chela), who 
are called their uadi children, many of the Balragis have married . 
and become Ghir'ist and have descendants by procreation, or bindi 
children, thus forming a new caste. This latter' class is drawn 
very largely from Jats. The monastic communities -are power- , 
ful, are exceedingly well conducted, often very wealthy, and 
exercise a great deal of hospitality. 

Shekhe>« Of Shekhs propel' (Arabs), the only representa-
tives in the tract are the Qoreshis, Ansaris, and:Nlahajarin 
(Makhdumzadah) of .Panipat, But every low caste convert to 

.~ Islam calls himself a Shekh, and such ,Shekhs are known in 
the district as Sidqi. There is even a Mandhar Rajput
.Musalman family in the town of Karnal, which has taken 

· to weaving as an occupation, and is called Shekh instead of 
Rajput. The Mandhara visit them, but will not intermarry.
But the most remarkable Shekhs are a menial caste of that 

« name, which is represented in almost every village by one 01' two 
small families, and from which the village watchmen have been 
almost exclusively drawn from time immemorial. The people 
say that it was the policy of the old Emperors to have some 
Muhammadans in every village, and that they therefore appoint-
ed and settled these people, and the story is not improbable. 

Jogis.-There is a caste called Jogi, generally Hindu, which 
is one of the lowest of all castes, and receives the offerings made
to the impure gods. They are musicians, and practise witchcraft 
and divination. They must be carefully distinguished from the 
Kanphate Jogis, or monks of Shiv, who are a sect of religious
devotees and not a caste at all, and in fact do not marry. 
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CJIIAP. L 0. Menw,l Gasles.-The menial castes (kamins) only hold land 
Population. in the rarest possible instances. Their place in the village com-

munity is fully described in the next section. They are prin-
MiBCellaueouI 
••udmoDial cipally distinguished by their elaborate caste organization, which
tribe•• is so complete that their disputes seldom come into our courts. 

The heads of most of the communities live at Panipat, except
that of the washermen, who lives at Barsat. They are called 
khalifa for the tailor, raj for the mason, mistri for the carpenter 
and blacksmith, mahtar for the sweeper. And if you wish to be
polite to any of the members, you address him by the correspond-' 
mg term, just as you call a landowner chaudh1" after the cAaudhri 
01' headmen of village groups, as a London street-boy will call a ._ 
subaltern Captain or a Scotchman Laird, and as Artemus Ward 
called a London policeman Sir Rich~rd. The sweepers worship 
a god called Lal Beg, a small shrine being erected in the yard, 
with a qho:« sunk in the ground for him to drink out of. They
give him sweetened rice on Holi, and at .Diwali saorifice a white 
cock to him: and they burn lamps to him on Thursday night.
They do not worship any of the other gods except at weddings,
and then only after Lal Beg. They also hold a festival in honour
of Balashah on the 10th of Jeth, at which they balance on their 
fingers long poles with bundles of feathers at the top. 

Language. The composite character of the district is exemplified by the 
various dialects spoken within its boundaries. In the Panipat 
tahsil the J ats speak a variety of Hindi closely resembling that 
used by the J ats of the Rohtak district. In the south of Kaithal . 
the dialect is much the same. The domination of the Sikhs in 
the Thanesar tahsil and the Indri Pargana caused an infusion 
of Punjabi words; so that the language of those tracts displays a . 
curious mixture of dialects. In the north of the Kaithal tahsil 
the proximity of the Phulkian States introduces an even larger 
Punjabi element, until in the Powadh circle nothing but pure 
Punjabi is met with. Some specimens of the dialect spoken by 
cultivators in the Nardak+-on the whole the most characteristic 
of the Kamal dialects-were recorded by Mr. Douie when 
Settlement Officer and are reproduced below ~--

CHANNA. 
GRAM. 

Jis kasan ka lama sama thada 
Whioh farmer of men and material plenty
howe 0 to bhadve menh channa ka 
are, he Bhadon in gram of 
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. badwar par ya CBA~ o. 
field ploughed in Bhadon for gram, etc., first ploughing or POputaUOD. 

dosari.,. Luggage.
second ploughing

karde he. Asaj ka mahine manh jad 
does. Asauj of month in when 

mih bars je he tapar ka bij 
rain falls seed sown in level field 

bokarke tor dosari karde he, 
after sowing then secondploughing does 

sohaga karara marde hain. 
clod-crusher stronger _ works, on 
Aur jis ka sama thors hoi 
And who of means slender is 
o mihbarse par sur katke bij

he rain falling on bushes clearing seed 
.bokarke dosari karde hai. 
sowing second ploughing does 
Yih mari howe. Bade loganka masla hai. 

This inferior is. Some people's proverb is 
Channa ne nahin mangi bah 
gram the does not want ploughing
Channa ne mangi sah. 
gram the wants favourable conditions. 

Ath din pichhe ohanna sirsaun upar
eight days after gram mustard germi- •
aje he, Channa man sirsaun la lar 
nates. gram in mustard putting seeds in a woodentube 
sur khari khari mahra 
and spreading seeds by hand mixed 
bode . hain. 
they sow 


